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Staff recommends the following changes be made to the above-referenced staff report:
1.
On Page 12, Suggested Modification #3 shall be corrected as shown below; the
key changes are the words “The City shall” in the first sentence should have been shown
as new language and exhibit references have been added for additional clarification.
“Figure 1A” shall be added as the first figure in Appendix B of the
LUP (Reference Exhibit 6, provided by the City on 10/24/13). However, the
figure shall be modified to The City shall establish two different figures for
options for shoreline protection in Appendix B of the LUP. The first figure shall
depict a seacave/notch infill alternative that consists solely of erodible concrete
(Figure 1A) with comparable erosion parameters as the adjacent bluff and shall not
include a higher strength concrete face on the seaward portion of the infill. The figure
shall be re-titled “Preferred Solution – Seacave/Notch Infill.” The second figure
(Figure 1B) shall depict an erodible concrete infill alternative with a higher
strength concrete face (Exhibit 6) and shall include notes consistent with the notes
of the lower seawall alternative (shown in Exhibit 7 - Appendix B Figure 1 of the
LUP). The Figures for Appendix B of the LUP shall then be renumbered
accordingly.
2.
The description of ‘Infill/Bluff Stabilization – Lower Seawall’ on page 12 shall be
revised as follows:
 Infill/Bluff Stabilization – Lower Seawall (See Appendix B Figures 1B and
1C 1) – This first solution is designed to address sea caves and undercut portions
of the lower dense sandstone bluff where the clean sand lens is not yet exposed. If
left uncorrected the sea cave/undercut will eventually lead to block failures of the
lower sandstone, exposure of the clean sand lens and landward bluff retreat. This
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failure exposes the clean sand lens of the upper bluff terrace deposits triggering
rapid erosion and landward retreat of the upper bluff, which eventually endangers
the structures at the top of the bluff. If treated at this stage, the bluff retention
system will minimize the need for a future higher seawall and future upper bluff
repair. Figure 1B will consist of an erodible concrete infill with a higher
strength concrete face on the seaward portion of the infill or will be This
stabilization method is designed as a structural wall and will be reinforced have
structural tiebacks into the sandstone bedrock and will be required to have a
textured face mimicking the existing material (Figure 1C).
3.
On Page 38, the seventh sentence of the first complete paragraph, under “Existing
Shoreline Armoring Devices”, shall be corrected as follows (new language is shown in
underline and deletions are shown in strikeout):
Beginning in 20045, the Commission, on a statewide basis, was better able to quantify
the more complex scope of physically encroaching on the public beach and fixing the
back of the beach (Ref: 36-02-024/Ocean Harbor House).
4.
On Page 40, the word “depict” in the fourth sentence of the last incomplete
paragraph should not be shown in strike-out; it should read as follows:
A suggested modification to this LUP amendment requires that The first new
figure Figure 1A shall be added to the LUP to depict the a seacave/notch infill option
that can be constructed pre-emptively, when the Factor of Safety is not near 1.0 and
the bluff top structure is not imminently threatened.
5.

On Page 41, the last paragraph shall be revised as follows:
Additional suggested modifications clarify that erodible concrete seacave/notch infills
are generally not subject to the sand supply mitigation, public access and recreation
mitigation, encroachment removal agreement, or authorization timeline policies of the
LUP. The construction of a seacave/notch infill will help to prevent catastrophic bluff
failure, but will still allow the bluff to erode landward, when maintained to do so.
Seacave/notch infills are designed to erode at the same rate as the adjacent natural
bluff, thus there will be no impacts to sand supply or to public access and recreation.
Furthermore, since seacave/notch infills are designed to erode at the same rate as the
natural bluff, if they function as designed, there will not be a need to physically
remove the entire fill, and thus encroachment removal agreements and time limits for
authorization are not needed. There may however be unique situations in which the
design or maintenance of an erodible concrete seacave/notch infill effectively fixes the
back of the beach and results in adverse impacts similar to those of a seawall. Thus, in
some cases, sand supply mitigation, public access and recreation mitigation,
encroachment/removal agreement, or authorization timeline policies of the LUP may
apply and each proposal must be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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6.
On Page 42, the first sentence in the first paragraph shall be shown as follows and
underlined:
Exhibit 6 shall also be modified to depict an erodible concrete infill with a higher
strength concrete face and added to the LUP as the second new figure in Appendix B.
7.
Exhibit #3 (Chapter 4 – Proposed Changes and Suggested Modifications) shall be
added to the exhibit section of the electronic staff report. Changes by the city are shown
in underline and in strikeout. Commission Suggested Modifications are shown in bold
underline and in bold strikeout. Exhibit #3 is available at our
website www.coastal.ca.gov through a link in the electronic version of the Staff Report for
this item.
8.

The three attached Figures shall be included in Appendix B of the Land Use Plan.
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SUBJECT:

REVISED FINDINGS ON CITY OF SOLANA BEACH LUP AMENDMENT
No. SOL-MAJ-1-13 for Commission Meeting of April 11, 2014

SUMMARY OF COMMISSION ACTION
At the Commission meeting of January 9, 2014, the Commission reviewed an amendment
to the City of Solana Beach Land Use Plan (LUP). This item was first brought forward to
the Commission at its November 2013 hearing; and, at that hearing, the Commission
denied certification of the Land Use Plan Amendment (LUPA) as submitted. The
Commission subsequently continued the hearing on adopting the LUP amendment, with
modifications, to consider the recently issued Draft Sea Level Rise Guidance Document.
In its January 2014 action, the Commission approved the Land Use Plan Amendment
with suggested modifications that cover a broad range of topics, and include such things
as replacing the existing fixed 20 year authorization period for shoreline armoring with
policies to tie shoreline armoring authorization periods to the life of the structure
requiring protection; clarifications to existing seacave/notch infill options; options to
convert private bluff face stairways to public access upon redevelopment; clarification on
allowable improvements to existing non-conforming structures that are not located
between the sea and the first public road; and changes to the definition of “Bluff Top
Development”.
At the Commission hearing, revisions were made to the staff recommendation, thus
requiring revised findings. The revisions consist of modifications to Policy 4.17 to clarify
that all proposals for additions and/or significant improvements/modifications to bluff top
structures may affect the length of time a seawall protecting that structure will remain.
Therefore, the policy revisions require an assessment of the impacts associated with
retention of the existing shoreline protection in connection with review of any significant
improvements and/or additions that may affect the economic life of an existing blufftop
structure. Review of any existing shoreline protection will be required to assess the
continued need for and impacts of retention of the existing shoreline armoring on public
access, shoreline sand supply, visual resources, and ecology and evaluate options to
mitigate or avoid any previously unmitigated impacts. In addition, the Commission added
the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 to the Hazards section of the findings
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to emphasize these policies are also considered in addition to Sections 30235 and 30253 in
assessing the hazards, risks and impacts to both public resources and private property
associated with shoreline and blufftop development.
In addition, the Commission directed that a second erodible concrete infill alternative with
a higher strength concrete face be added as an option for stabilization. This stabilization
alternative will, however, fix the back of the beach and must be subject to the same
analysis and mitigation requirements as the proposed lower seawall stabilization
alternative.
The appropriate resolution and motion begins on Page 10. The suggested modifications
begin on Page 10 and they have a separate legend. For the text of the revised findings,
additions to reflect the Commission’s action are shown in underlined text and deletions to
reflect the Commission’s action are shown in strike-through text.
COMMISSION VOTES
City of Solana Beach LUP Amendment No. 1-13, approval as submitted:

Commissioners Voting “No”: Bochco, Brennan, Cox, Garcia, Groom, McClure, Mitchell,
Vargas, Shallenberger, Zimmer, Chair Kinsey

Commissioners Voting “Yes”: None

City of Solana Beach LUP Amendment No. 1-13, approve if modified:

Commissioners Voting “Yes”: Bochco, Brennan, Cox, Duclos, Groom, McClure, Mitchell,
Shallenberger, Zimmer, Chair Kinsey

Commissioners Voting “No”: None
Commissioners Eligible to vote on revised findings: Bochco, Cox, Duclos, Groom,
McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Zimmer, Chair Kinsey
BACKGROUND
The subject Land Use Plan Amendment (LUPA) was submitted and filed as complete on
August 27, 2013. At the November 2013 Commission meeting, the applicant verbally
agreed to a one-year time extension. Thus, the date by which the Commission must take
action is November 25, 2014.
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The subject submittal consists of amendments to only the Land Use Plan portion of the
City’s LCP. Future certification of an Implementation Plan will be required to fully
certify the City’s LCP.

SUMMARY OF LUP AMENDMENT
The proposed LUP Amendment (LUPA) #SOL-MAJ-1-13 (Coastal Bluff Development)
would amend portions of the recently certified Land Use Plan (LUP) policies and text.
The majority of the changes are to Chapter 4 (Hazards and Shoreline/Bluff
Development). In addition, the City has proposed changes to portions of Chapter 2
(Public Access and Recreation), Chapter 5 (New Development), Chapter 7 (Public
Works), and Chapter 8 (Definitions).
Exhibit 1 shows all of the changes that are proposed by the City to LUP Chapters 2, 4, 5,
7, and 8.
The City proposes to modify the existing LUP policies (Policy Nos. 4.18, 4.47, 4.48, and
4.51) that mandate a 20 year authorization for shoreline armoring by changing the
starting date of the 20 year authorizing to the building permit completion certification
date rather than the date of the CDP approval. The City is also proposing changes to the
LUP policy that establishes the 20 year authorization period for bluff retention devices
(Policy 4.52). The existing policy requires that an analysis be done at the end of the 20
year authorization period to determine the continued need for the device and the potential
for removal, based on factors that include changed geologic site conditions relative to sea
level rise, the age, condition, and economic life of the principal structure on the bluff top
and whether the principal structure was existing prior to the implementation of the
Coastal Act. The City’s changes require an applicant to also analyze the need for repair
and maintenance of the bluff retention device in addition to the possibility for removal.
The policy, as revised by the City, would require that the analysis of the device after the
20 year authorization period be based on changed geologic site conditions relative to
beach replenishment activities, however, reference to sea level rise and whether the
existing structure existed prior to the implementation of the Coastal Act have been
removed. Lastly, the City proposes that the applicant only show that the device will
“minimize further alteration of the natural landform of the bluff” in place of the current
language that requires an applicant to show that the device will “avoid further alteration
of the natural landform of the bluff.”
In addition, the City has proposed a change to the Land Use Provisions section in Chapter
4 relating to relocation of the threatened portions of existing bluff top homes. The
proposal clarifies that for threatened bluff top structures, modification to the building
footprint and its foundation further inland “…must be analyzed as a potentially feasible
alternative…” in place of the current LUP language that states the option “…will be
considered a feasible alternative…” In addition, the City proposes to add language to
further clarify the intent of the existing certified LUP relating to the City’s preference that
mid and upper bluff retention systems only be utilized to protect existing structures in
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danger from erosion, if all feasible alternative to mid and upper bluff protection have first
been excluded.
In Chapter 4, the City also proposes to allow the use of Public Access/Recreation fees for
beach replenishment projects if no near term public access/recreation project can be
identified and to allow the use of Sand Replenishment fees for Public Access/Recreation
projects if no near term sand replenishment project can be identified. In addition, Public
Access/Recreation fees are proposed to be allowed to fund a specific improvement
project in lieu of a deposit into the Shoreline District Account.
The proposed changes to Chapter 2 of the LUP relate primarily to existing private
stairways on the bluff face. The City’s changes clarify the options for private stairways if
they are proposed to be redeveloped in the future, and include a possible conversion to
public stairways. The proposed changes to Chapter 5 of the LUP require that the policies
of the LUP be consistent with the Constitution of the State of California and the United
States and clarify that existing non-conforming structures not located between the sea and
first public road paralleling the sea can be maintained and repaired so long as the
improvements do not increase the degree of non-conformity. The proposed change to
Chapter 7 of the LUP was merely to remove any mention of port facilities, due to the fact
that the City does not have a port facility within its boundaries. The City’s changes to
Chapter 8 of the LUP relate to the definition of bluff top redevelopment and propose to
replace the reference to interior load-bearing walls in the definition to major structural
components, and that alteration to the major structural components are not additive
between individual major structural components. In addition, the City proposes to add a
definition for “Caisson Foundation” and for “Cantilever”; however, the City is not
proposing any changes to existing policies relating to these types of development.
The proposed changes to Chapter 4 also include a change to Exhibit Nos. 4-1 through 45, which show the approximate bluff edge, 25’ setback, 40’ setback, and the Geologic
Setback Line (GSL). The proposed change replaces the current description of the
Geologic Setback Line (GSL) in the key for each exhibit. The description currently
states “=RECOMMENDED COASTAL COMMISSION SETBACK (40’ + 75yrs @
.4ft/yrs).” The proposed new language states “=GSL (APPROX.) GSL – GEOLOGIC
SETBACK LINE; ACTUAL GEOLOGIC SETBACK LINE TO BE DETERMINED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROCEDURES OUTLINED IN POLICY SECTION 4.25
OF THE CITY OF SOLANA BEACH LUP.”
Exhibit Nos. 4-1 through 4-5 of the certified LUP can be accessed via the following
webpage on pages 3-7. A high speed internet connection is recommended to view this
site. In addition, reduced black and white versions of Exhibit Nos. 4-1 through 4-5 are
included as Exhibit 2 to this report.
http://solana-beach.hdso.net/LCPLUP/LCPLUP-Chapter4.pdf
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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATIONS
At the November 2013 last hearing, the Commission denied the proposed LUP
amendment as submitted. Staff is recommending approval of the LUP amendment with
suggested modifications.
The City’s LUP amendment, as submitted, relates almost entirely to the single family
homes and condominium complexes on the bluff top, at or near the bluff edge, along the
shoreline in the City of Solana Beach. The City’s LUP, as certified by the Commission,
identifies the elements of a comprehensive shoreline management plan for the City of
Solana Beach. In terms of an overview, the following modifications are needed to
approve the LUP amendment consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.
The outstanding issues and concerns are cited here, along with a brief summation of
proposed modifications:
•

Staff is recommending that minor clarifications be made to Policy 2.60.5 to
ensure that all of the private stairways which currently encroach on public beach
area are subject to the requirements of the LUP to convert to public stairways if
the stairways are replaced or redeveloped in the future (Suggested Modification
1).

•

Subsequent to the certification of the City’s LUP, it became apparent that some
uncertainty remained regarding the intent of the LUP policies related to seacave
and notch infills. The modifications suggested by staff to the description of
seacave/notch infill and the related policy do not change the intent of the certified
LUP. The changes are proposed to provide additional clarity regarding the
options available to address coastal bluff stability (Suggested Modifications 2, 3,
and 4) and include two new Figures for stabilization options involving erodible
concrete.

•

Replacement text stating “encroachment/removal agreement” has been made to
the LUP in all places where “encroachment/removal agreement” or
“encroachment agreement” is used. This change addresses a concern by the City
that encroachment agreements are only required where private development
occurs on public property or in the public right-of-way, while a removal
agreement can be required where private development occurs on private property
(Suggested Modification 5).

•

It has been the experience of the Commission that when the mid and upper coastal
bluff is reconstructed with a geogrid structure, hydroseeding alone is not an
effective method to vegetate the bluff. Staff is recommending that, consistent
with standard Commission practice on CDPs, container planting be used in
addition to hydroseeding of coastal bluffs, following construction of mid and
upper bluff geogrid structures (Suggested Modification 6).
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•

The vast majority of the seawalls, if not all the seawalls in Solana Beach, are
located on either City-owned beach or public tidelands. In addition, the majority
of the bluff area in Solana Beach seaward of the bluff edge and to the north of
Fletcher Cove is also publicly-owned land. One concern regarding a possible
future scenario for Solana Beach is, if the entire shoreline is armored and sea level
rises, there may no longer be a public beach. In the future, it may no longer be
possible to provide adequate mitigation for the impacts that shoreline armoring
causes to public beaches.
A long-term goal to address sea level rise would be to provide for removal of
existing shoreline armoring when the development requiring protection no longer
exists or has been moved further landward, to allow the bluff to naturally erode
landward and create additional public beach area. In association with new
development or redevelopment, pursuant to the current LUP, the applicant must
waive any rights to new or additional protective devices. This requires an
acknowledgment by the property owner that the residence will be removed
incrementally as portions become threatened, rather than rely on protective
devices that alter the natural landform of the public bluff and prevent formation of
the public beach.
The proposed LUP amendment has provided an opportunity to more clearly
address the potential redevelopment of properties in Solana Beach with particular
attention to establishing a linkage between any existing protective device and the
existing residential structure it was designed to protect. A key component of the
approved LUP is that existing shoreline armoring must be reassessed every 20
years and that the shoreline armoring is subject to an encroachment removal
agreement approved by the City.
Staff is recommending that in place of a fixed 20 year authorization period, that
the timeframe for authorization of permits for new seawalls, or alterations or
expansion of existing seawalls, be as long as the structure requiring protection
still exists. Also the property owner would be required to provide mitigation for
impacts, including but not limited to, public access and sand supply, for 20-year
mitigation periods. Reassessment of the approved protective structure would
occur at the end of the original and subsequent 20-year mitigation periods.
As revised, the policies would provide a way to address inherent uncertainties,
including those related to the lifetime of development being protected by the
armoring, changed circumstances and mitigation requirements. As modified, in
review of any proposals for significant alteration or improvements and/or
additions to an existing blufftop structure that is protected by a shoreline
protective device, assessment of the effect of those improvements on the
economic life of the existing blufftop structure and the life of the shoreline
protective device will be required to address any additional impacts on coastal
resources that cannot be avoided and were not mitigated in any prior permitting
action. In addition, through waiver of any rights to new protective structures
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upon redevelopment of the property and the encroachment removal agreement
from the City, removal of existing seawalls and seawalls that may be constructed
in the future remains a viable option in the future to assure the use of the entire
public beach is not lost as a result of continued sea level rise and the shoreline
armoring that protects private bluff top structures (Suggested Modifications 6.5711).
•

The City has proposed amendments to the existing definition of ‘Bluff Top
Redevelopment’ to remove reference to interior load-bearing walls and instead to
focus on major structural elements of the home. Suggested modifications clarify
that alterations are cumulative for individual major structural components and that
additions are also cumulative over time. The City also proposes to add a
definition of ‘Cantilever’ to the LUP to allow a maximum 10 foot western
cantilever to bluff top development provided that the foundational support is
located landward of the geologic setback line/rear yard setback. The Commission
supports the City’s proposed ‘Cantilever’ addition. However, a suggested
modification replaces the term “rear yard setback” with “bluff edge setback
(minimum 40 feet)” in order to clarify the definition and be consistent with the
certified LUP (Suggested Modifications 12 and 13).

Exhibit 3 includes all of the changes that are proposed by the City and all of the
suggested modifications by Staff shown within the entirety of Chapter 4 of the LUP.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Further information on the Solana Beach LUP amendment SOL-MAJ-1-13 may be
obtained from Eric Stevens, Coastal Planner, at (619) 767-2370.
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PART I. OVERVIEW
A. LCP HISTORY AND SUBMITTAL
The City of Solana Beach is within the area that was covered by the County of San Diego
Local Coastal Program, which covered the north central coast of San Diego County
including the areas of Solana Beach, Leucadia, Encinitas, Cardiff, and other
unincorporated communities.
The County LCP Land Use Plan, which comprised approximately 11,000 acres, was
approved by the San Diego Regional Coast Commission on March 13, 1981.
Subsequently, on May 21, 1981, the State Commission certified the LUP with suggested
modifications. After three resubmittals, the Commission certified the LUP on August 23,
1984. On September 26, 1984, the Commission certified, with suggested modifications,
the Implementation Plan portion of the County’s LCP. Subsequently, the County
resubmitted for Commission review the Implementation Plan incorporating the
Commission’s previously suggested modifications, with the exception of that portion of
the plan dealing with the coastal bluff areas. On November 22, 1985, the Commission
voted to certify the Implementation Plan for the County, except for coastal bluff lots
affected by the Coastal Development Area Regulations, where certification was deferred.
On July 1, 1986 and October 1, 1986, the Cities of Solana Beach and Encinitas
incorporated, reducing the remaining incorporated area of the County within the coastal
zone to less than 2,000 acres. Because of these incorporations, the County indicated that
it did not plan to assume coastal permit-issuing authority for the remaining acreage, and
the County LCP never became “effectively certified.”
The Commission, Commission staff, and the City of Solana Beach then collaborated to
develop a Land Use plan for over a decade. At the Commission meeting of March 7,
2012, the Commission reviewed the City of Solana Beach LUP. In its action, the
Commission denied as submitted, then approved the land use plan with suggested
modifications that cover a broad range of topics, and include such things as standards for
bluff top development, additional definitions, clarifications in language to ensure
protection for visitor-serving commercial uses, overnight accommodations,
environmentally sensitive habitat, visual resources, water quality, and shoreline sand
supply. The LUP includes a comprehensive set of policies that address proposals for
improvements to and redevelopment of the existing homes located along the blufftop,
including long-term shoreline and blufftop development standards that deter the complete
armoring and hardening of the City’s bluffs, require alternatives analysis and site
reassessment when considering any approval or reauthorization of lower, mid or upper
bluff protective work; restrict additions and improvements to non-conforming structures
that perpetuate an inappropriate line of development in a hazardous location; and clarify
what legitimate repair/maintenance activities can continue on non-conforming blufftop
residences. Revised findings were adopted by the Commission on June 14, 2012.
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The Land Use Plan was subsequently adopted by the Solana Beach City Council on
February 27, 2013 with all of the suggested modifications approved by the Commission.
The Solana Beach City Council then approved an amendment to the Land Use Plan at a
hearing on May 22, 2013, which is now before the Commission for review (Exhibit 4).
The current submittal is comprised in a binder, entitled Draft Amendment Local Coastal
Program Land Use Plan City of Solana Beach, and dated July 11, 2013; the binder
includes two separate documents incorporating proposed LUP changes. The first
document incorporates changes to the LUP that were circulated for a 6-week public
comment period and approved by the Council on May 22, 2013 and the second document
incorporates the changes approved by the Council and additional changes to the LUP
made by the City Manager subsequent to Council adoption of the LUP. On September
11, 2013 the Council passed a resolution which authorized the City Manager to revise or
amend the LUP amendment language and also mandated that any suggested
modifications adopted by the Commission would not take effect until such time that the
LUP amendment returned to the Council for Council approval (Exhibit 5). Following the
Council’s resolution, on September 12, 2013, the City provided Commission staff with
proposed LUP amendment language incorporating both the changes approved by the
Council and additional changes proposed by the City Manager. On October 24, 2013, the
City provided updated proposed LUP amendment language that consisted of the deletion
of various changes that had been proposed in the previous submittal. As a result of the
Council’s action on September 11, 2013, the Commission will review the proposed LUP
amendment provided by the City on October 24, 2013 that includes both the changes
approved by the Council on May 22, 2013 and the subsequent changes made by the City
Manager (Exhibit 1).

B. STANDARD OF REVIEW
The standard of review for land use plans, or their amendments, is found in Section
30512 of the Coastal Act. This section requires the Commission to certify an LUP or
LUP amendment if it finds that it meets the requirements of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Specifically, it states:
Section 30512
(c) The Commission shall certify a land use plan, or any amendments thereto,
if it finds that a land use plan meets the requirements of, and is in conformity
with, the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). Except as
provided in paragraph (1) of subdivision (a), a decision to certify shall
require a majority vote of the appointed membership of the Commission.
Therefore, the Commission shall take action by a majority vote of the appointed
membership of the Commission.
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C. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The City has held City Council meetings with regard to the subject amendment request.
All of those local hearings were duly noticed to the public. Notice of the subject
amendment has been distributed to all known interested parties.

PART II. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM SUBMITTAL - RESOLUTION
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolution and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation are provided just prior to the resolution.
I.

MOTION:

I move that the Commission adopt the revised findings in support
of the Commission’s action on January 9, 2014 concerning the
City of Solana Beach LUP Amendment No.1-13.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: CERTIFICATION IF MODIFIED AS
SUGGESTED:
Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion. Passage of this motion will result in the
adoption of revised findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a
majority vote of the members from the prevailing side present at the January 9, 2014
hearing, with at least three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners
on the prevailing side of the Commission’s action are eligible to vote on the revised
findings. The Commissioners eligible to vote are:
Commissioners Bochco, Cox, Duclos, Groom, McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger,
Zimmer, Chair Kinsey

RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY SUBMITTED LAND USE PLAN AMENDMENT IF
MODIFIED AS SUGGESTED:
The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below for the City of Solana Beach
LUP Amendment No.1-13 on the grounds that the findings support the Commission's
decision made on January 9, 2014.

PART III. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS
Staff recommends the following suggested modifications to the proposed Land Use Plan
amendment be adopted. The bold underline sections represent language that the
Commission suggests be added, and the bold strikethrough sections represent language
which the Commission suggests be deleted from the language as originally submitted.
Language shown in underline and strikethrough represents the language that the City
proposes to change through the LUPA.
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Language shown in bold underline and bold strikethrough is a change proposed by the
City and deleted by Commission. LUP Policy numbers are also shown in bold
underline, but are not Commission changes. Some headings are also shown in bold, but
are not Commission changes.
Language shown in bold double underline represents language that the Commission
suggests be added through revised findings, and language shown in bold double
strikethrough represents language which the Commission suggests be deleted through
revised findings.

Chapter 2 Public Access and Recreation
1. Policy 2.60.5 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 2.60.5: Upon application for a coastal development permit for the replacement
of a private beach stairway or replacement of greater than 50% thereof, private beach
accessways shall may be converted to public accessways where feasible and where
public access can be reasonably provided. The condition to convert the private stairway
to a public stairway shall may only be applied where all or a portion of the stairway
utilizes public land , private land subject to a public access deed restriction or private
land subject to a public access easement.
Chapter 4 Hazards and Shoreline Bluff Development
2. The following paragraph shall be added prior to the first bullet point on page 13:
 Infill/Bluff Stabilization – Seacave/Notch Infill (See Appendix B
Figure 1AXX) – This first solution is designed to address sea caves and
undercut portions of the lower dense sandstone bluff where the clean sand
lens is not yet exposed. If left uncorrected, the sea cave/undercut will
eventually lead to block failures of the lower sandstone, exposure of the clean
sand lens and landward bluff retreat. This failure exposes the clean sand
lens of the upper bluff terrace deposits triggering rapid erosion and
landward retreat of the upper bluff, which eventually endangers the
structures at the top of the bluff. If treated at this stage, the Bluff Retention
Device will minimize the need for a future higher seawall and future upper
bluff repair. This alternative is not designed as a structural wall, is not
reinforced, does not include tiebacks, and uses only erodible concrete which
shall erode at the same erosion rate as the surrounding natural bluff
material. The infill is required to maintain a textured and colored face
mimicking the existing bluff material. Erodible concrete seacave/notch infills
are designed to erode with the natural bluff and, when maintained to do so,
are not subject to the sand supply mitigation, public access and recreation
mitigation, encroachment/removal agreement, or authorization timeline
policies of the LUP.
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3. “Figure 1A” shall be added as the first figure in Appendix B of the
LUP (Reference Exhibit 6, provided by the City on 10/24/13). However, the
figure shall be modified to The City shall establish two different figures for
options for shoreline protection in Appendix B of the LUP. The first figure
shall depict a seacave/notch infill alternative that consists solely of erodible
concrete with comparable erosion parameters as the adjacent bluff and shall not
include a higher strength concrete face on the seaward portion of the infill. The
figure shall be re-titled “Preferred Solution – Seacave/Notch Infill.” The second
figure shall depict an erodible concrete infill alternative with a higher
strength concrete face (Exhibit 6) and shall include notes consistent with the
notes of the lower seawall alternative (shown in Exhibit 7 - Appendix B
Figure 1 of the LUP). The Figures for Appendix B of the LUP shall then be
renumbered accordingly.
4. The description of ‘Infill/Bluff Stabilization’ on page 13 shall be revised as
follows:
 Infill/Bluff Stabilization – Lower Seawall (See Appendix B Figure 1XX and
XX) – This first solution is designed to address sea caves and undercut portions
of the lower dense sandstone bluff where the clean sand lens is not yet exposed.
If left uncorrected the sea cave/undercut will eventually lead to block failures of
the lower sandstone, exposure of the clean sand lens and landward bluff retreat.
This failure exposes the clean sand lens of the upper bluff terrace deposits
triggering rapid erosion and landward retreat of the upper bluff, which eventually
endangers the structures at the top of the bluff. If treated at this stage, the bluff
retention system will minimize the need for a future higher seawall and future
upper bluff repair. Stabilization will consist of an erodible concrete infill with
a higher strength concrete face on the seaward portion of the infill or will
be This stabilization method is designed as a structural wall and will be
reinforced, have structural tiebacks into the sandstone bedrock and will be
required to have a textured face mimicking the existing material.
5. At the request of the City, on pages 15 and 31 of Chapter 4 of the LUP,
“encroachment removal agreement” shall be modified to instead state
“encroachment /removal agreement” and on page 34 of Chapter 4 the LUP,
“encroachment agreement” shall be modified to instead state “encroachment
/removal agreement”.
6. The last sentence of the description of ‘Seawall and Upper Bluff Repair’ on page
13 shall be revised as follows:
 …The lower seawall is textured to simulate the existing bluff material and the
upper soil is similar to the existing soil and is hydro-seeded and planted with
container plantings consisting of with native, drought tolerant, non-invasive,
and salt tolerant vegetation.
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6.5. Policy 4.17 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 4.17: New development shall be set back a safe distance from the bluff edge, with
a reasonable margin of safety, to eliminate the need for bluff retention devices to protect
the new improvements. All new development, including additions to existing structures,
on bluff property shall be landward of the Geologic Setback Line (GSL) as set forth in
Policy 4.25. This requirement shall apply to the principal structure and accessory or
ancillary structures such as guesthouses, pools, tennis courts, cabanas, and septic systems,
etc. Accessory structures such as decks, patios, and walkways, which are at-grade and do
not require structural foundations may extend into the setback area no closer than five
feet from the bluff edge. On lots with a legally established bluff retention device, the
required geologic analysis shall describe the condition of the existing seawall; identify
any impacts it may be having on public access and recreation, scenic views, sand supply
and other coastal resources; and evaluate opportunities options to mitigate any
previously unmitigated impacts of the structure or modify, or replace, or remove the
existing protective device in a manner that would eliminate or reduce those impacts. In
addition, any significant alteration or improvement to the existing structure shall
trigger such review (i.e. the analysis of the seawall) and any unavoidable impacts
shall be mitigated.
7. Policy 4.18 shall not be deleted, as proposed by the City, and the original policy
shall instead be revised as follows:
Policy 4.18: A legally permitted bluff retention device shall not be factored into setback
calculations. Expansion and/or alteration of a legally permitted bluff retention device
shall include a reassessment of the need for the shoreline protective device and any
modifications warranted to the protective device to eliminate or reduce any adverse
impacts it has on coastal resources or public access, including but not limited to, a
condition for a reassessment and reauthorization of the modified device in 20
years pursuant to Policy 4.52.
8. Policy 4.47 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 4.47: A Seacave/Notch Infill shall be approved only if all the findings set forth
below can be made and the stated criteria satisfied. The permit shall be valid for a
period of 20 years commencing with the date of CDP approval building permit
completion certification date and subject to an encroachment removal agreement
approved by the City.
A. Based upon the advice and recommendation of a licensed Geotechnical or Civil
Engineer, the City makes the findings set forth below:
1. The Seacave/Notch Infill is more likely than not to delay the need for a larger
coastal structure or upper bluff retention structure, that would, in the
foreseeable future, be necessary to protect and existing principal structure,
City facility, and/or City infrastructure, from danger of erosion. Taking into
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consideration any applicable conditions of previous permit approvals for
development at the site, a determination must be made based on a detailed
alternatives analysis that none of the following alternatives to the coastal
structure are currently feasible, including:
 Controls of surface water and site drainage;
 A smaller coastal structure; or
 Other non-beach and bluff face stabilizing measures, taking into account
impacts on the near and long term integrity and appearance of the natural
bluff face, and contiguous bluff properties; and,
2. The bluff property owner did not create the necessity for the Seacave/Notch
Infill by unreasonably failing to implement generally accepted erosion and
drainage control measures, such as reasonable management of surface
drainage, plantings and irrigation, or by otherwise unreasonably acting or
failing to act with respect to the bluff property. In determining whether or not
the bluff property owner's actions were "reasonable," the City shall take into
account whether or not the bluff property owner acted intentionally, with or
without knowledge, and shall consider all other relevant credible scientific
evidence as well as relevant facts and circumstances.
3. The location, size, design and operational characteristics of the proposed
seacave/notch infill will not create a significant adverse effect on adjacent
public or private property, natural resources, or public use of, or access to, the
beach, beyond the environmental impact typically associated with a similar
bluff retention device and the seacave/notch infill is the minimum size
necessary to protect the principal structure, and has been designed to minimize
all environmental impacts, and provides mitigation for all coastal and
environmental impacts as provided for in this LCP.
B.

The Seacave/Notch Infill shall be designed and constructed:
1. To avoid migration of the Seacave/Notch Infill onto the beach;
2. To be re-contoured to the face of the bluff, as needed, on a routine basis,
through a CDP or exemption, to ensure the seacave/notch infill conforms to
the face of the adjoining natural bluff over time, and continues to meet all
relevant aesthetic, and structural criteria established by the City;
3. To serve its primary purpose which is to delay the need for a larger coastal
structure, and designed to be removable, to the extent feasible, provided all
other requirements under the LCP are satisfied; and,
4. To satisfy all other relevant LCP and City Design Standards, set forth
for coastal structures Bluff Retention Devices.
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C. The Bluff Property Owner shall arrange for and pay the costs of:
1. The licensed Geotechnical or Civil Engineer; and
2. The Seacave/Notch Infill
3. Appropriate mitigation
4. All necessary repairs, maintenance, and if needed removal.
CD.Only to the extent the City finds that the Seacave/Notch Infill encroaches on
the public beach or upon the bluff face such that coastal resources are
adversely impacted, then the City shall impose a Sand Mitigation Fee upon
the bluff property owner.
9. Policy 4.48 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 4.4851: Coastal structures shall be approved by the City only if all the following
applicable findings can be made and the stated criteria satisfied. The permit shall be
valid until the currently existing structure requiring protection is redeveloped (per
definition of Bluff Top Redevelopment in the LUP), is no longer present, or no
longer requires a protective device, whichever occurs first for a period of 20 years
commencing with the building permit completion certification date date of CDP
approval and subject to an encroachment /removal agreement approved by the City.
[…]
C. Mitigation for the impacts to shoreline sand supply, public access and
recreation and any other relevant coastal resource impacted by the coastal
structure is required and shall be assessed in 20-year increments, starting
with the building permit completion certification date. Property owners
shall apply for a CDP amendment prior to expiration of each 20-year
mitigation period, proposing mitigation for coastal resource impacts
associated with retention of the coastal structure beyond the preceding 20year mitigation period and shall include consideration of alternative feasible
measures in which the permittee can modify the coastal structure to lessen
the coastal structure's impacts on coastal resources. Monitoring reports to
the City and the Coastal Commission shall be required every five years from
the date of CDP issuance until CDP expiration, which evaluate whether or
not the coastal structure is still required to protect the existing structure it
was designed to protect. The permittee is required to submit a CDP
application to remove the authorized coastal structure within six months of a
determination that the coastal structure is no longer required to protect the
existing structure it was designed to protect.
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10. The first paragraph of Policy 4.51 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 4.514: An upper bluff system shall be approved only if all the following
applicable findings can be made and the stated criteria will be satisfied. The permit shall
be valid until the currently existing structure requiring protection is redeveloped
(per definition of Bluff Top Redevelopment in the LUP), is no longer present, or no
longer requires a protective device, whichever occurs first for a period of 20 years
commencing with the building permit completion certification date date of CDP
approval and subject to an encroachment /removal agreement approved by the City.
[…]
D. Mitigation for the impacts to shoreline sand supply, public access and
recreation and any other relevant coastal resource impacted by the upper
bluff system is required and shall be assessed in 20-year increments, starting
with the building permit completion certification date. Property owners
shall apply for a CDP amendment prior to expiration of each 20-year
mitigation period, proposing mitigation for coastal resource impacts
associated with retention of the upper bluff system beyond the preceding 20year mitigation period and shall include consideration of alternative feasible
measures in which the permittee can modify the upper bluff system to lessen
the upper bluff system’s impacts on coastal resources. Monitoring reports to
the City and the Coastal Commission shall be required every five years from
the date of CDP issuance until CDP expiration, which evaluate whether or
not the upper bluff system is still required to protect the existing structure it
was designed to protect. The permittee is required to submit a CDP
application to remove the authorized upper bluff system within six months of
a determination that the upper bluff system is no longer required to protect
the existing structure it was designed to protect.
11. Policy 4.52 shall be revised as follows:
Policy 4.525: All permits for bluff retention devices shall expire 20 years after approval
of the CDP, the building permit completion certification date, when the currently
existing blufftop structure requiring protection is redeveloped (per definition of
Bluff Top Redevelopment in the LUP), is no longer present, or no longer requires a
protective device, whichever occurs first and a new CDP must be obtained. Prior to
expiration of the permit, the bluff top property owner shall apply for a coastal
development permit to remove, modify or retain the protective device. In addition,
expansion and/or alteration of a legally permitted existing bluff retention device shall
require a new CDP and be subject to the requirements of this policy.
The CDP application shall include a re-assessment of need for the device, the need for
any repair or maintenance of the device, and the potential for removal based on changed
conditions. The CDP application shall evaluate include an evaluation of:
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•

theThe age, condition and economic life of the existing principal structure;

•

changed geologic site conditions including but not limited to, changes relative
to sea level rise, including implementation of the City’s long-term USACE
beach nourishment program or similar a long-term, large scale sand
replenishment or shoreline restoration program; and

•

any impact to coastal resources, including but not limited to public access and
recreation.

relative to sea level rise and the age, condition, and economic life of principal structure
including whether it was an existing structure on January 1, 1977 (prior to
implementation of the Coastal Act). Prior to expiration of the permit, the bluff top
property owner shall apply for a coastal development permit to either remove or retain
the protective device. The CDP shall include a condition requiring of reassessment and
reauthorization of the impacts of the device in 20-years mitigation periods pursuant
to Policies 4.48 and 4.51.
No permit shall be issued for retention of a bluff retention device unless the City finds
that the bluff retention device is still required to protect an existing principal structure in
danger from erosion, that it will minimize avoid further alteration of the natural
landform of the bluff, and that adequate mitigation for coastal resource impacts,
including but not limited to impacts to the public beach has been provided.
Chapter 8 –Definitions
12. The definition of ‘Bluff Top Redevelopment’ shall be revised as follows:
Bluff Top Redevelopment: Shall apply to structures proposed development located
between the sea and the inland extent of the sea and the first public road paralleling the
sea (or lagoon) that consists of alterations including (1) additions to an existing
structure,; (2) exterior and/or interior renovations,; (3) and/or demolition of an existing
bluff home or other principal structure, or portions thereof, which results in:
(1) Alteration of 50% or more of an existing structure, including but not limited to,
alteration of 50% or more of exterior walls, interior load-bearing walls, or a combination
of both types of walls, or a 50% increase in floor area.; or
(2) Demolition, renovation or replacement of less than 50% of an existing structure
where the proposed remodel would result in cumulative alterations exceeding 50% or
more of the existing structure from the date of certification of the LUP.
(1a) Alteration of 50% or more of major structural components including exterior
walls, floor and roof structure, and foundation, ; or (2) a 50% increase in floor
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area. Alterations are not additive or cumulative between individual major structural
components; however, changes to individual major structural components are
cumulative over time from the date of certification of the LUP.
(b) Demolition, renovation or replacement of less than 50% of a major structural
component where the proposed alteration would result in cumulative alterations
exceeding 50% or more of a major structural component, taking into consideration
previous alterations approved on or after the date of certification of the LUP; or an
alteration that constitutes less than 50% increase in floor area where the proposed
alteration would result in a cumulative addition of greater than 50% of the floor
area, taking into consideration previous additions approved on or after the date of
certification of the LUP.
13. The definition of ‘Cantilever’ shall be revised as follows:
Cantilever: A projecting or overhanging structure of up to 10 feet in depth on the west
side of a Bluff Home that is supported at one end and carries a load at the other end or
along its length. Cantilever construction allows for structures to project seaward of the
GSL or rear yard bluff edge setback (minimum 40 feet) without external bracing. All
foundation footings and structural supports for cantilevered square footage shall be
located landward of the geologic setback line /rear yard or bluff edge setback
(minimum 40 feet). No newly constructed cantilevered square footage is permitted to
project over the bluff edge.

PART IV. FINDINGS FOR DENIAL OF CERTIFICATION OF THE SOLANA
BEACH LAND USE PLAN AMENDMENT, AS SUBMITTED, AND APPROVAL,
AS MODIFIED
For the text of the revised findings, additions to reflect the Commission’s action are
shown in underlined text and deletions to reflect the Commission’s action are shown
in strike-through text.
The Commission finds and declares as follows:
1.

Hazards/Shoreline Protection

a. Plan Summary. The City of Solana Beach has approximately 1.4 miles of
shoreline consisting of steep bluffs, and bluff stability is a significant concern along the
entire coastal bluff area. The shoreline policies are intended to regulate the construction
of shoreline protective devices and to allow appropriate protection for existing bluff top
structures, consistent with Coastal Act requirements, as implemented through the LUP.
The City is primarily proposing to amend LUP policies related to shoreline protection
and development. The bulk of the policies dealing with shoreline development are
contained in Chapter 4 (Hazards & Shoreline/Bluff Development) of the LUP, although
some relevant policies are in Chapter 5 (New Development) and in Chapter 8
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(Definitions). The current LUP policies address preferred types of bluff retention devices,
sand mitigation fees and a public recreation payment, non-conforming structures, bluff
top development strategies, standards for new bluff top development, policies on
additions to existing structures on bluff tops, repair and maintenance of bluff top
structures, and policies for demolition and reconstruction of blufftop homes. The LUP
also provides criteria for when and how various types of shoreline protective devices can
be approved.
The adopted revised findings staff report for the currently certified Solana Beach LCP
Land Use Plan approved by the Commission June 14, 2012 can be found here:
http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2012/6/Th24a-6-2012.pdf

b. Applicable Coastal Act Policies
Section 30235
Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining
walls, and other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be
permitted when required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing
structures or public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to
eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply. Existing
marine structures causing water stagnation contributing to pollution problems and
fish kills should be phased out or upgraded where feasible.
Section 30253
New development shall:
(1) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood,
and fire hazard.
(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor
contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site
or surrounding area or in any way require the construction of protective devices
that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs.
(3) Be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control
district or the State Air Resources Control Board as to each particular
development.
(4) Minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.
(5) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods
which, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination
points for recreational uses.
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Section 30210
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with
public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property
owners, and natural resource areas from overuse.
Section 30211
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea
where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited
to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial
vegetation.
Section 30212
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects except where: (1)
It is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection of
fragile coastal resources, (2) Adequate access exists nearby, or, (3) Agriculture
would be adversely affected. Dedicated accessways shall not be required to be
opened to public use until a public agency or private association agrees to accept
responsibility for maintenance and liability of the accessway. […]
Section 30212.5
Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking
areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate against
the impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of
any single area.
Section 30221
Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand
for public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on
the property is already adequately provided for in the area.

c. Conformity with Chapter 3 Policies.
As background, in Chapter 8 (Definitions), the City defines “Bluff Retention Devices” as
including all forms of shoreline protection, from seacave/notch infills, to seawalls, to mid
and upper bluff protection. “Seacave/Notch Infill” refers to filling of a seacave, notch,
joint, fault, rupture or crack in the bluff, “Coastal Structures” refers only to structures
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located at the base of the bluff (seawall, revetment, or riprap), and “Upper Bluff System”
is a device to retain the portion of the bluff located above areas subject to erosion. This
staff report uses the City’s terminology as appropriate, although “shoreline protection”
and “shoreline armoring” are also used throughout the LUP and this report to generically
refer to all forms of shoreline and bluff structures used to protect existing blufftop
structures from erosion.
Ownership
Although, site specific anomalies may exist along the coast in Solana Beach, the area
seaward of the toe of the bluff is public along the City’s entire coastline and the area
located between the bluff edge and the toe of the bluff south of Fletcher Cove is private,
while the area located between the bluff edge and the toe of the bluff north of Fletcher
Cove is for the most part, public 1 (Exhibit 11).
Throughout the majority of Solana Beach, the area between the toe of the bluff and the
ocean is most likely Public Trust Lands. Public Trust Lands can include, but are not
limited to tide lands 2 and submerged lands. Public Trusts Lands can also include historic
tidelands and submerged lands that are presently filled or reclaimed and which were
subject to the Public Trust at any time (Public Resources Code 13577). In the City of
Solana Beach, the Mean High Tide Line (MHTL) is at the toe of the bluff. The City has
received substantial beach nourishment over the past decade which has raised the sand
1

In 1988 the City of Solana Beach approved a resolution to allow the transfer of publicly owned
coastal bluff face to each blufftop homeowner whenever development on the blufftop lot was
proposed (Resolution No. 88-45). The purpose of the resolution was to transfer the liability
associated with the eroding bluff and any future shoreline device to the blufftop homeowner.
Since 1988, the City has created and quitclaimed approximately 6 or 7 bluff face lots to the
blufftop property owners. Land divisions such as the “carving out” of lots from publicly owned
land constitutes development under the Coastal Act and requires a coastal development permit.
The Commission has approved approximately two coastal development permits for these
quitclaimed lots (Ref: CDP Nos. 6-91-129/Steinberg; 6-92-082/Vicker). However, coastal
development permits have not been approved for the majority of these quitclaimed lots and,
therefore, the majority of these quitclaimed lots are unpermitted. The Commission subsequently
stopped approving such transfer and gift of public land by the City due to Coastal Act consistency
concerns related to scenic resources, public access, recreation and shoreline sand supply (Ref:
CDP #6-06-104/Vams, LLC).
2

Tidelands include “those lands lying between the lines of mean high tide and mean low tide
which are covered and uncovered successively by the ebb and flow thereof.” (Lechuza Villas
th

West v. CA Coastal Commission (1997) 60 Cal.App.4 218, 235). The State owns all tidelands
and holds such lands in trust for the public. (Id.; State of Cal. Ex rel. State Lands Com. V.
th

Superior Court (1995) 11 Cal.4 50, 63; California Civil Code section 670). “The owners of land
bordering on tidelands take to the ordinary high water mark. The high water mark is the mark
made by the fixed plan of high tide where it touches the land; as the land along a body of water
gradually builds up or erodes, the ordinary high water mark necessarily moves, and thus the mark
th

or line of mean high tide, i.e., the legal boundary, also moves.” (Lechuza, 60 Cal.App.4 at 235).
In other words, the boundary between private property and public tidelands is an ambulatory line.
(Id. at 242.)
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level on the beach and resulted in the high tide not reaching the toe of the bluff as
frequently in some locations. In these locations, the beach replenishment projects do not
change the MHTL and the MHTL is still likely at the toe of the bluff. Public Resources
Code 13577 defines the MHTL “…as the statistical mean of all the high tides over the
cyclical period of 18.6 years…” Based on the location of the MHTL, any existing or
future seawall or seacave/notch infill is likely on public land.
Consistency with the “California Coastal Commission Draft Sea-Level Rise Policy
Guidance”
On October 14, 2013, the Commission released a document titled “California Coastal
Commission Draft Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance” out for public review. The
information in the guidance document is rooted in certain fundamental guiding principles,
many of which derive directly from the requirements of the Coastal Act. In this respect,
the principles are not new, but rather generally reflect the policies and practices of the
Commission since its inception in addressing coastal hazards and the other resource and
development policies of the Act. The draft guidance document acknowledges that
climate change is causing the sea level to rise along the coast of California and that the
Commission and coastal communities must prepare for the effects of sea-level rise. The
guidance document further recognizes the potential risks to the State of California’s
economy, which includes coastal tourism, commercial fisheries, coastal agriculture, and
ports. Furthermore, the guidance document recognizes the risks to coastal property,
coastal infrastructure, and public beaches and recreational resources. The document
includes pro-active steps that can be taken by the Commission, local governments, permit
applicants and other interested parties to prepare for sea level rise in the context of the
LCP and the CDP process.
The guidance document is particularly relevant to the subject LCP amendment in terms
of shoreline armoring. As discussed in the guidance document, shoreline armoring has
the potential to lead to loss of public beaches as the sea level rises and beaches are no
longer able to retreat landward. Siting new development in locations that will not require
a seawall in the future and limiting the retention of existing seawalls and the construction
of new seawalls, when feasible, will help to ensure maximum public access to the coast.
Furthermore, the guidance document stresses the importance of ensuring that property
owners assume the risk of development in hazardous areas throughout the life of the
development, which includes risks to both private property and to adjacent coastal
resources that may be adversely impacted.
In order to ensure that coastal resources are protected, adequate mitigation for all impacts
to public coastal resources must be provided (i.e. public access, sand supply, biological
value, visual aspects, etc.). Section IV of the guidance document, which is intended to
aid the Commission and local governments in addressing sea level rise in local coastal
programs, identifies adaptation measures to minimize risks of new development. The
adaptation measures include, in part, adding conditions to shoreline protective devices
that limit authorization for the device to the life of the existing development being
protected and requiring mitigation for unavoidable public resource impacts of shoreline
structures. Additional adaptation measures are contained in Appendix C of the guidance
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document and include, in part, conditionally permitting shoreline protection structures to
require removal or modification of armoring in the future if the need for protection or site
conditions change; discouraging the use of ‘hard’ protection unless no other feasible
alternative is available and requiring designs that address or can be adapted to changing
sea level; offering incentives for removal of ‘hard’ structures and/or incorporating
removal of ‘hard’ structures into Capital Improvement Plans; allowing permits to be reopened after a specified time to assess effectiveness in light of sea level rise or in the
event that the structure may no longer be useful or appropriate in the future; and requiring
that property owners waive rights to future shoreline protection and instead require
removal or relocation of structures built in hazardous areas if threatened by erosion/sea
level rise in the future. The City’s certified LUP and the proposed LUP amendment, as
modified, incorporate many of the adaptation measures contained within the “California
Coastal Commission Draft Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance.”
Shoreline Hazards
The bluffs and beaches in the City of Solana Beach are public natural resources and a
source of public recreational opportunities, public accessways, natural habitat, and an
important part of the City’s natural beauty. Solana Beach’s shoreline has been almost
completely built out; there is only one vacant bluff top lot in the entire City. Most of the
existing structures located along the City’s bluff tops were built in a location that is now
considered at risk from shoreline erosion. This is due in part to the distinctive geology of
Solana Beach’s shoreline.
New Development/Redevelopment of Blufftop Lots - Current Development Patterns:
Due to the fact that many if not all of the existing single family bluff top homes are now
located too close to the bluff edge, if they remain in their existing location, they are
currently or will likely ultimately be subject to threat from coastal bluff erosion. The
LUP, as certified, contains policies which encourage moving the line of residential
development further landward to avoid armoring of the coastal bluff from top to toe.
Through review of the historic pattern of development, it is clear there are limitations to
the extent of improvements that should be permitted to existing structures in their current
location. Extensive renovation within the existing footprint would perpetuate the need
for bluff retention devices to stabilize the structure in that location. A preferred scenario
is to gradually move the line of development inland, through removal of threatened
portions, or complete redevelopment of the structures, to avoid impacts to the adjacent
coastal resources of the beach and bluffs associated with shoreline armoring. Pursuant to
the modifications suggested by the Commission in its action approving the proposed
Land Use Plan amendment, significant alteration or improvements and/or additions to
such non-conforming structures shall include an analysis of the effect of those
improvements on the economic life of the home and, by extension, the life of the
shoreline device that is required to protect it in that non-conforming location. Options to
modify, remove or replace the shoreline device shall be considered to avoid or minimize
any impacts to coastal resources that have not been previously mitigated through
approval of prior permits for development.
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The City has provided Exhibit 8 to illustrate three examples of existing bluff top homes
with the largest, average, and smallest front yard setback from the street and rear setback
from the bluff edge.
There are currently 53 bluff top single family residences in the City of Solana Beach all
located north of Fletcher Cove Beach Park. Of the 53 homes, approximately 35 homes
(~70%) have a lower seawall at the base of the bluff. Of the 35 homes with a lower
seawall, approximately 15 have some form of mid or upper bluff armoring consisting of a
geogrid structure and/or a below-grade upper bluff retention device. In addition, 2 homes
have a below-grade upper bluff retention device and no seawall. Approximately 16
homes (~30%) have only seacave or notch infills or a natural bluff with no seawall or mid
or upper bluff protection. In addition, there is one vacant undeveloped bluff top lot with
only a seacave/notch infill at the base of the bluff (Exhibit 9).
There are 9 bluff top Condominium complexes in the City of Solana Beach all south of
Fletcher Cove Beach Park. Of the 9 complexes, 6 complexes (~67%) have a full or
partial lower seawall at the base of the bluff. Of the 6 complexes with a lower seawall, 3
have some form of mid or upper bluff armoring consisting of a geogrid structure,
retaining wall and/or below-grade upper bluff retention device. Three complexes (~33%)
have only seacave or notch infills or a natural bluff with no seawall or mid or upper bluff
protection (Exhibit 9).
Based on a general analysis of permits issued by the Commission for shoreline armoring
and the use of current aerial photos of the bluff, staff found that approximately 50% of
the shoreline of Solana Beach is actually armored. This figure is lower than what might
be expected from the information presented in the preceding two paragraphs due to the
fact that the entire beach frontage of Fletcher Cove Beach Park is not armored and 5 out
of the 6 condominium complexes only have partial seawalls that do not cover their entire
frontage.
Nearly all of the existing shoreline armoring devices in the City were approved and
constructed after implementation of the Coastal Act. An objective of the certified LUP is
to provide for adequate mitigation for sand supply, public access and recreational
impacts, and habitat impacts to the beach ecology that result from the construction of
shoreline armoring devices. The majority of the past approvals by the Commission for
seawalls only required that the applicant pay a sand mitigation fee, which the
Commission began to assess in Solana Beach in 1999. However, less than half of the
existing seawall approvals were required to pay a mitigation fee for public access and
recreation impacts, which the Commission did not begin to assess in Solana Beach until
2005.
Prior to 2005, the Commission only addressed the then quantifiable sand mitigation fee
when it approved new shoreline armoring devices in Solana Beach. However, the
Commission typically included findings for those new shoreline armoring approvals that
acknowledged that the shoreline armoring device has significant adverse impacts on the
beach environment, which are ongoing for the life of the device, which cannot be fully
mitigated through a one-time sand mitigation payment. In addition, the Commission has
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acknowledged that impacts can change over time or become more significant as the area
of beach available for public access continues to erode. The sand mitigation payment
required by the Commission was based on a proposed design life of the shoreline
armoring device, which was typically 20 to 30 years. Inherent in the Commission’s past
calculation of the sand mitigation fee is the requirement that applicants return to the
Commission in order mitigate the impacts of shoreline armoring devices for any impacts
that may occur after the initial proposed design life. Given the significant impacts that
existing and new seawalls can have on coastal resources, especially public access,
recreation and sand supply, it must be a high priority for the Commission and the City to
ensure that all existing and new seawalls adequately mitigate for their impacts to sand
supply, public access and recreation and any other impacts on coastal resources so long
as the seawalls exist and still serve the function of protecting the existing structure it was
designed to protect. It is important the full risks and costs of developing in hazardous
locations, including impacts (costs) to public coastal resources, be borne by the
development itself. Policies of the City’s LUP and Commission findings for past
shoreline armoring approvals provide for on-going reassessment of shoreline armoring
devices and changed circumstances to assure all impacts are adequately mitigated.
The City has provided aerial map exhibits of the entire shoreline showing the coastal
bluff edge, a 25 ft. setback, a 40 ft. setback, and the approximate Geologic Setback (GSL)
Line (http://solana-beach.hdso.net/LCPLUP/LCPLUP-Chapter4.pdf). The GSL line is
the cumulative setback distance of 75 years-worth of projected erosion of 0.4 feet per
year and a location where development can be safely sited with an industry standard
Factor of Safety of 1.5. These aerial maps have been provided as exhibits to the staff
report (Exhibit 2). On the aerial map exhibits, the GSL is only an approximation and is
shown as an approximate 70 ft. setback from the bluff edge.
The City has also previously provided a survey showing the approximate size of existing
bluff top homes and garages to determine an average home size. The City found that the
average bluff top home in Solana Beach is approximately 2,000 sq. ft. plus a 400 sq. ft.
garage. In order to obtain this size home, a footprint of approximately 1,200 sq. ft. would
be needed for a two-story structure. The City has indicated that given the size of the
existing lots and geologic constraints, strict compliance with the LUP policies on
geologic setbacks and other development standards would preclude construction of a new
primary residence on many lots, even with reductions in the front yard setback and
parking standards, as described in Policy 4.24. The Commission acknowledges an
analysis must be done on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the size and
configuration of the particular lot, geologic conditions, past permit special conditions on
the site and the proposed new structure in question before redevelopment potential and
reasonable use for any lot can be determined. Using these scaled exhibits, Coastal
Commission staff was able to approximate the following information:
•

Approximately 1/3 or 17 of the 53 existing single family homes are currently
located 25 ft. or greater from the bluff edge and 2 of the homes are currently
located 40 ft. or greater from the bluff edge.
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•
•

•

Approximately half or 26 of the 54 single family properties have an average
distance of at least 15 ft. between the GSL line and the western edge of the side
walk that is adjacent to the front property line.
Approximately 1/6 or 9 of the 54 single family residential properties would be
able to achieve a building footprint of at least 1,200 sq. ft. if the entire footprint
was located landward of the GSL. The building footprint is based on the
assumption that 5 ft. front and side yard setbacks would be used. If an additional
400 sq. ft. footprint due to cantilever is used, then approximately 15 of the 54
single family properties could achieve a reasonable sized structure with all
foundational support landward of the GSL.
Approximately 2/3 or 35 of the 54 single family residential properties would be
able to achieve a building footprint of at least 1,200 sq. ft. if the entire footprint
was located landward of a 40 ft. setback line. The building footprint is based on
the assumption that 5 ft. front and side yard setbacks would be required. A first
and second floor cantilever would provide an additional footprint of 400 sq. ft.
and an additional 800 sq. ft. of living area with a 50 ft. wide lot. Thus, if the
maximum cantilever area is constructed, even greater than 2/3 (approximately 47)
of the 53 homes could achieve a reasonable sized structure with all foundational
support landward of a 40 ft. setback line.

The City has stated that local requirements for private view protection may prevent some
bluff top property owners from constructing a two story home; however, the City has
provided data stating that 33 of the 53 existing homes are two stories. Private view
protection is not required pursuant to the Coastal Act and any such impacts must be
weighed against the need to reduce risk for structures in hazardous areas and to avoid
encroachment on the coastal resources including the beach and bluff while still providing
the property owners a reasonable use of their bluff top property. Therefore,
redevelopment including a second story and possibly a cantilevered area with structural
foundation at the established blufftop setback line appear to be possible to increase the
size of a redeveloped home.
The City has also provided data showing the age of bluff top homes and whether or not a
home has been remodeled and or added sq. ft. in the past. The data is summarized as
follows (**this data has not been verified by Commission staff):
•
•
•
•
•

The average year built is 1970
The oldest home was built in 1949 and the newest home was built in 1998
3 of the homes have been re-constructed in the past 20 years
29 of the homes have either remodeled or constructed an addition to the original
home
24 of the homes have not remodeled or constructed any additions

Based on the information above, it is clear that the City’s inventory of bluff top homes is
reaching the point when substantial improvements or complete redevelopment may be
considered by the property owner. LUP Policy 4.17 and 4.24, as certified, require new
development and additions to existing development on bluff top lots to be setback
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landward of the Geologic Stability Line (GSL) such that it does not rely on new or
existing bluff retention devices. In addition, the LUP policies, as certified, encourage a
revised building footprint at least 40 ft. inland from the bluff edge, on caissons, as a
preferred alternative to additional mid and upper bluff protective devices. Furthermore,
review of substantial improvements to the portion of the structure seaward of the GSL
will be required to limit construction that will result in extending the life of the existing
residence in a hazardous location and, thus, the seawall on the public beach required to
protect it.
The Commission’s adopted Revised Findings for certification of the Solana Beach LCP
Land Use Plan, as approved on June 14, 2012, state:
“Thus, as modified, LUP policies make it clear that once a lower seawall has
been constructed, mid and upper bluff protection devices cannot be approved
unless a detailed alternatives analysis determines that there are no feasible
alternatives. Specifically, Policy 4.56 requires consideration of a revised
building footprint and foundation system (e.g., caissons) with a setback that
avoids future exposure and alteration of the natural landform as an
alternative to mid and upper bluff protective devices, and a determination
that such an alternative is not feasible.
Caissons are foundation systems created by drilling holes and filling them
with concrete. The caissons can be drilled to bedrock or deep into the
underlying strata, as necessary, depending on the soil type and the required
factor of safety for the site. The piers provide stability and support for the
above structures, such that even on the small lots that exist along the Solana
Beach shoreline, the structures they support could be sited in a location that
would be safe from the threat of erosion for the life of the structure. The
drawbacks of caissons are that even though initially placed below ground,
when they are constructed close to the edge of a bluff, should the bluff
continue to erode, the piers can become exposed, revealing a concrete
structure representing exactly the type of visual blight and substantial
alteration of the natural landforms of the bluff that section 30253 of the
Coastal Act prohibits.
Therefore, as modified, the LUP permits the use of caisson foundations as an
alternative to mid and upper bluff protection when the caissons are used to
re-site/re-build new development set back in a location safe from erosion for
75 years, and far enough inland from the bluff edge such that it can
reasonably be expected that the caissons will never be exposed. In other
words, once a site is protected by a seawall and thus, no longer threatened
by marine erosion, should the existing principal structure be further
threatened by the instability of the upper bluff, rather than approve mid or
upper bluff protection, the City must determine that moving and/or
rebuilding the existing structure on a safer inland location on the lot, is not a
feasible alternative.
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Policy 4.27, as modified, requires that all new bluff property development be
set back from the bluff edge a sufficient distance to ensure it will not be in
danger for erosion and that it will ensure stability for its projected 75-year
economic life. Typically, as described in Policy 4.27, determining this
location involves a quantitative slope analysis demonstrating a minimum
factor of safety. In no case can the setback be less than 40 feet from the bluff
edge, and only if it can be demonstrated that the structure will remain stable,
as defined above, at such a location for its 75-year economic life and has
been sited safely without reliance on existing or future bluff retention
devices. Because the shoreline lots in Solana Beach are narrow, there are
many lots for which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to build on and
meet this criteria.
However, Policy 4.25, as modified, allows the City to consider as an option
for new structures, the use of a caisson foundation with a minimum 40 foot
bluff top setback, if caissons would allow the structure to meet the stability
requirement and avoid alteration of the natural landform along the bluffs,
i.e., exposure of the caissons in the future. The Commission’s engineer has
reviewed the LUP and the geologic conditions of many lots on the Solana
Beach shoreline. He has concluded that in many cases, once the lower bluff
and clean sands lens is encapsulated by a seawall, it is likely that the upper
bluff will be able to reach a stable angle of repose at approximately 35
degrees (as measured from the top of the seawall). At this point, the bluff may
remain relatively stable for years. Therefore, under this scenario, it can
reasonably be assumed that a caisson foundation located inland of the 35
degree line, will not become exposed.
To be clear—Policy 4.27, as modified, requires new development to be sited
without reliance on existing bluff retention devices; the siting of a new
structure cannot depend on the presence of an existing seawall to determine
a safe location. But for a blufftop lot that already has a seawall, this policy
may allow construction of a new home, albeit most likely a smaller home,
because the caissons would allow the new home to be sited safely, while the
presence of the seawall would ensure that the caissons will not be exposed in
the future. Currently, the only option for some bluff top property owners is to
maintain their existing residence in place, because there is no safe location
to relocate on the site if caissons are not used. In any case, as modified, the
LUP requires that before any application for mid or upper bluff protection
can be approved, the City must determine that relocating/rebuilding the
structure a minimum of 40 feet back, with caissons, is not a feasible
alternative. Again, the intent of this policy is to encourage, incentivize, and
require blufftop property owners to evaluate rebuilding a new safe structure,
rather than maintaining an existing structure in a hazardous location that
requires alteration of the public bluffs.”
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Therefore, the LUP, as certified, provides opportunities for redevelopment of the blufftop
parcels taking into consideration existing geologic constraints and hazardous conditions.
Modifications to the building footprint and its foundation further inland on private
property must be analyzed as a potentially feasible alternative once a seawall is permitted
to protect an existing structure. If erosion continues, other options must be considered by
the property owner as feasible alternatives to additional armoring and additional impacts
to coastal resources. Careful review of improvements to an existing blufftop residence
that already requires a bluff retention device to protect it from erosion is particularly
important. Retention of development too close to the bluff edge can lead to further
landform alteration and impacts to public resources. Improvements that increase the
economic life of the structure in a non-conforming and hazardous location can also
reduce the incentive to move the structure landward to reduce risk and the need for
protection. Therefore, significant improvements that extend the life of the structure in its
current location should be limited and if approved, the need for additional mitigation
and/or modification to the existing seawall should be evaluated.
Provisions of Certified LUP - Protection of Existing Structures - Shoreline Armoring
Coastal Act Sections 30235 and 30253 acknowledge that seawalls, revetments, cliff
retaining walls, groins and other such structural or “hard” methods designed to forestall
erosion also alter natural landforms and natural shoreline processes. Accordingly, with
the exception of coastal dependent uses, Section 30235 limits the construction of
shoreline protective works to those required to protect existing structures or public
beaches in danger from erosion. The Coastal Act provides these limitations because
shoreline structures can have a variety of negative impacts on coastal resources including,
but not limited to, adverse effects on sand supply, public access, coastal views, natural
landforms, beach habitat and ecology and overall shoreline beach dynamics on and off
site, including ultimately resulting in the loss of beach.
Section 30235 mandates that shoreline armoring must be “required” to protect the
existing threatened structures. In other words, shoreline armoring shall only be permitted
if it is the only feasible alternative capable of protecting the existing endangered
structures. 3
Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30211, 30212, 30212.5, and 30221 require that public access
and use of the coast shall be maximized, that development shall not interfere with the
public’s right to access the coast and use of dry sand beaches, and that oceanfront land
suitable for recreational activities shall be protected. As stated elsewhere in this report,
the physical encroachment of a protective structure on the beach reduces the beach area
available for public use and is therefore a significant adverse impact. Furthermore, when
the back beach is fixed with a shoreline armoring device, passive erosion is halted and
additional public beach area can no longer be created.

3
Coastal Act Section 30108 defines feasibility as follows: “Feasible” means capable of being accomplished in a
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social, and
technological factors.
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The LUP policies, as certified, are designed to guide development such that impacts from
shoreline protection are avoided whenever possible, and that when shoreline protection is
unavoidable, it is limited to the greatest extent feasible to lower bluff protection only.
Also, the impacts from shoreline protection must always be fully mitigated. Furthermore,
LUP policies, as certified, require that new development be sited in a location that will
not require reliance on shoreline armoring.
On a bluff top property that does not have any form of shoreline armoring, Policy 4.47
would allow seacave/notch fill projects to be approved, even when an existing principal
structure is not in imminent danger or meeting the standard for construction of a seawall.
Such projects would function as preventative measures that, on the whole, will serve to
minimize impacts to coastal resources.
In addition, as certified, LUP policies make it clear that once a lower seawall has been
constructed, mid and upper bluff protection devices cannot be approved unless a detailed
alternatives analysis determines that there are no feasible alternatives. Specifically,
Policy 4.51 requires consideration of various alternatives, which include the planting of
vegetation, control of surface water and site drainage, other non-beach and bluff face
stabilization measures, and a smaller coastal structure. Another alternative is removal
and relocation of all, or portions, of the affected structure. Under this alternative, if only
the seaward most portion of the structure is threatened by upper bluff erosion, removal of
the threatened portion would be considered a feasible alternative to additional armoring.
An additional alternative includes relocating/rebuilding the structure further inland from
the bluff edge, with caissons so the entire structure is stable. The intent of this policy is
to encourage and require blufftop property owners to evaluate the potential for a safer
structure in a more landward location, rather than maintaining an existing structure in a
hazardous location that requires alteration of the public bluffs to provide protection in
that location.
As certified, LUP Policies 4.47, 4.48, and 4.51 require that as a condition of approval for
a bluff retention device (i.e. seacave/notch infill, lower seawall, upper bluff system), the
applicant shall be subject to an encroachment removal agreement approved by the City
along with the CDP authorization for the shoreline armoring device. In addition, Policy
4.52 requires that the device only be authorized for 20 years, at which time the property
owner must assess the possibility of removal and a new CDP for retention of the device
shall only be issued if it is still required to protect an existing structure, will avoid further
alternation of the natural landform of the bluff, and adequate mitigation for impacts to
public beach has been provided.
Duration of Shoreline Armoring Authorization
The City is proposing changes to the LUP policy that establishes the 20 year
authorization period and reassessment requirement for bluff retention devices (Policy
4.52). The existing LUP policy, as certified, requires that an analysis be done at the end
of the 20 year authorization period to determine the continued need for the device and the
potential for removal, based on factors that include changed geologic site conditions
relative to sea level rise, the age, condition, and economic life of the principal structure
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on the bluff top and whether the principal structure was existing prior to the
implementation of the Coastal Act. The City’s proposed changes require an applicant to
also analyze the need for repair and maintenance of the bluff retention device in addition
to the possibility for removal. Further, the proposed policy would require that the
analysis of the device after the 20 year authorization period be based on changed geologic
site conditions relative to beach replenishment activities (specifically referencing an
Army Corps project that has been approved by the Commission, but has not yet been
implemented), while reference to sea level rise and whether the existing structure existed
prior to the implementation of the Coastal Act has been removed. The City also proposes
that the applicant only show that the device will “minimize further alteration of the
natural landform of the bluff” in place of the current language that requires an applicant
to show that the device will “avoid further alteration of the natural landform of the
bluff.” In addition, the City has amended multiple policies related to the 20 year
authorization period for shoreline armoring devices to require that the timeline for
mitigation and authorization begin on the building permit completion certification date
instead of the date of CDP approval. The proposed change to the start date would delay
the start of authorization lime limits and would also delay mitigation payments.
The Commission is suggesting modifications to the LUP policies that would tie
authorization of the bluff retention device to the life of the structure requiring protection.
The majority of the shoreline armoring in the City has been approved and constructed
pursuant to a permit from the Coastal Commission. A typical condition of approval for a
seawall permit addresses future response to erosion and requires the applicant to
acknowledge that the Commission will consider removal of the structures, including
portions of the home or the entire home, as preferred and practical alternatives to bluff
and shoreline protective devices. Specifically, the special condition indicates that should
additional protection be contemplated in the future, the applicant is required to submit an
analysis of alternatives to bluff protective works that may be considered by the
Commission, including relocation of the principal structure, relocation of portions of the
structure that are threatened, structural underpinning, or other remedial measures
identified to stabilize the residence that do not include additional bluff or shoreline
protective devices. A sample of the Special Condition is included below and was
excerpted from the 6-08-073/Cumming, Burgh & DiNoto Commission staff report for the
construction of a seawall and geogrid structure below three homes at 365-371 Pacific
Avenue in Solana Beach.
8. Future Response to Erosion. If in the future the permittees seek a
coastal development permit to construct additional bluff or shoreline
protective devices, the permittee will be required to include in the permit
application information concerning alternatives to the proposed bluff or
shoreline protection that will eliminate impacts to scenic visual resources,
recreation and shoreline processes. Alternatives shall include, but not be
limited to: relocation of all or portions of the principal structure that are
threatened, structural underpinning, and other remedial measures capable of
protecting the principal structure and providing reasonable use of the
property, without constructing bluff or shoreline stabilization devices. The
information concerning these alternatives must be sufficiently detailed to
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enable the Coastal Commission or the applicable certified local government
to evaluate the feasibility of each alternative, and whether each alternative is
capable of protecting existing structures that are in danger from erosion. No
additional bluff or shoreline protective devices shall be constructed on the
adjacent public bluff face above the approved seawall or on the beach in front
of the proposed seawall unless the alternatives required above are
demonstrated to be infeasible. No shoreline protective devices shall be
constructed in order to protect ancillary improvements (patios, decks, fences,
landscaping, etc.) located between the principal residential structures and the
ocean.
In certain more recent CDP approvals, the Commission has required a fixed armoring
authorization term, such as twenty years. The concept is based on addressing certain
inherent uncertainties associated with the length of time shoreline protection might exist
in any particular case without major repairs or replacement in a dynamic coastal
environment, and to address the changing and somewhat uncertain nature of decisions
related to shoreline armoring, such as the state of the art for design of such devices, sea
level rise and other physical changes, legislative change, or new judicial determinations.
For example, with respect to sea level rise and other physical changes, there is a growing
body of evidence that there has been an increase in global temperature and that
acceleration in the rate of sea level rise can be expected to accompany this increase in
temperature (some shoreline experts have indicated that sea level could rise by as much
as 5.5 feet by the year 2100) 4. On the California coast the effect of a rise in sea level will
be the landward migration of the intersection of the ocean with the shore, leading to a
faster loss of the beach, as the beach is squeezed between the landward migrating ocean
and the fixed backshore. This will expose the back bluff or seawall to more frequent
wave attack, increasing the rate of erosion of unarmored bluffs and potentially reducing
available usable beach area.
A sample of a previously applied Special Condition requiring that an applicant obtain an
amendment within 20 years of approval of a seawall is included below and was excerpted
from the staff report for CDP 6-09-033/Garber et. al. for the construction of a seawall
below five homes at 211-231 Pacific Avenue in Solana Beach 5.
3. Extension of Seawall Authorization or Seawall Removal. Prior to the
expiration of the twenty year authorization period for the permitted seawall,
the property owners shall submit to the Commission an application for a
coastal development permit amendment to either remove the seawall in its
entirety, change or reduce its size or configuration, or extend the length of
time the seawall is authorized. Provided a complete application is received
before the 20-year permit expiration, the expiration date shall be
4
The 2012 National Research Council’s Report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon and Washington: Past Present
and Future, is currently considered the best available science on sea-level rise for California. The NRC report predicts that for areas
south of Cape Mendocino, sea level may increase between 16.56 and 65.76 inches between 2000 and 2100 (NRC, 2012).

5

The Commission has approved three permits for shoreline armoring with an authorization duration of 20 years in the City of Solana
Beach (Ref: CDP Nos. 6-09-033/Garber et. al.; 6-13-025/Koman et. al.; and 6-02-084-A3/Scism). Any changes to the 20 year
authorization duration in these permits would need to be approved through a CDP amendment by the Commission.
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automatically extended until the time the Commission acts on the application.
Sufficient information shall accompany any amendment application to
conform with the permit filing guidelines at the time and to allow the
Commission to consider the following in review of the proposed permit
amendment:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

An analysis, based on the best available science and updated
standards, of beach erosion, wave run-up, sea level rise, inundation
and flood hazards prepared by a licensed civil engineer with expertise
in coastal engineering and a slope stability analysis, prepared by a
licensed Certified Engineering Geologist and/or Geotechnical
Engineer or Registered Civil Engineer with expertise in soils, in
accordance with the procedures detailed in the Local Coastal Program
(LCP), if certified or the City Zoning Code;
An evaluation of alternatives that will increase stability of the existing
principal structure for its remaining life, or re-site new development to
an inland location, such that further alteration of natural landforms
and/or impact to adjacent tidelands or public trust lands is avoided;
An analysis of the condition of the existing seawall and any impacts it
may be having on public access and recreation, scenic views, sand
supplies, and other coastal resources;
An evaluation of the opportunities to remove or modify the existing
seawall in a manner that would eliminate or reduce the identified
impacts, taking into consideration the requirements of the LCP, if
certified, and the protection required for remaining properties subject
to this coastal development permit;
For amendment applications to extend the authorization period, a
proposed mitigation program to address unavoidable impacts
identified in subsection (3) above;
The surveyed location of all property lines and the mean high tide line
by a licensed surveyor along with written evidence of full consent of
any underlying land owner, including, but not limited to the City, State
Parks, or State Lands Commission, of the proposed amendment
application. If application materials indicate that development may
impact or encroach on tidelands or public trust lands, written
authorization from the underlying property owner and the State Lands
Commission of the proposed amendment shall be required prior to
issuance of the permit amendment to extend the authorization period.

In August of 2013, the Commission approved a CDP for extensive shoreline armoring
fronting an existing condominium complex in Pacifica (2-10-039/Land’s End
Associates), which required that the armoring only be authorized until the time that
existing structures requiring armoring are redeveloped, no longer present, or no longer
require armoring. The Commission also found that it was appropriate to require
mitigation for the impacts of the armoring on public access and sand supply for a 20-year
period and at the end of the 20-year period to require the applicant to obtain a CDP
amendment to either remove the armoring or propose additional mitigation. The
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aforementioned condition is as follows:
1. Duration of Armoring Approval.
a. Authorization Expiration. This CDP authorizes the armoring (consisting
of the seawall, riprap toe protection, riprap wedges (at the upcoast and
downcoast edges of the seawall), and the grade beam and caisson buried
wall until the time when the currently existing structures requiring
armoring are: (i) redeveloped as that term is defined in Special Condition
11; (ii) no longer present; or no longer require armoring, the Permittee
shall submit a complete CDP amendment application to the Coastal
Commission to remove the armoring.
b. Modifications. If, the Permittee applies for a CDP or an amendment to
this permit to enlarge the armoring or to perform repair work affecting
more than 50 percent of the armoring the Permittee shall provide
additional mitigation for the impacts of the enlarged or reconstructed
armoring on public views, public recreational access, shoreline processes,
and all other affected coastal resources that have not already been
mitigated through this permit.

c. Amendment Required Proposing Mitigation for Retention of Armoring
Beyond 20 Years. If the Permittee intends to keep the armoring in place
after August 15, 2033, the Permittee must submit a complete CDP
amendment application prior to August 15, 2033 proposing mitigation for
the coastal resource impacts associated with the retention of the armoring
beyond 20 years (including, in relation to any potential modifications to
the approved project desired by the Permittee at that time that may be part
of such CDP application).
The Commission is suggesting modifications to the proposed LUPA policies that require,
in place of a fixed 20 year authorization period, that the timeframe for authorization of
permits for new bluff retention devices, or alterations or expansion of existing devices, be
as long as the structure requiring protection still exists or the structure no longer needs
the protection for some reason 6. This more fully conforms to section 30235 of the
Coastal Act as the 20 year authorization period does not take into account situations
where a property owner may receive approval of a new seawall to protect an existing
structure in danger of erosion, and then demolishes and rebuilds that structure before the
20 year authorization period has ended. In such a situation, the seawall would have
authorization to remain even though the existing structure it was designed to protect is no
6

This authorization and the 20-year mitigation periods are in addition to the standard CDP permit
condition which mandates that a CDP will expire if development has not commenced within 2
years of approval and that development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a
reasonable period of time.
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longer on-site, which would not be consistent with section 30235 of the Coastal Act, and
would effectively make the seawall a legal non-conforming structure. Furthermore, the
20 year authorization period in the currently certified LUP doesn’t specifically require
removal of a seawall upon expiration of the 20 year period. In addition, while not
necessarily a Chapter 3 issue, processing such applications would take significant staff
time and resources away from other pending matters. Thus, the most supportable criteria
for determining the authorization period of a seawall that is consistent with section 30235
is to tie the authorization period to the existing structure that requires protection by the
seawall. Upon redevelopment of the property, the seawall would either be removed or, if
removal is not appropriate for any reason, the terms of authorization of retention of the
protective device would be reassessed through a new CDP which would address any
rights to retention, and removal of the device in the future would remain a viable option.
Therefore, the following findings support the suggested modifications to the shoreline
armoring authorization period.
Section 30235 only authorizes shoreline protection devices when necessary to protect an
existing structure in danger of erosion, and shoreline protective devices are no longer
authorized by Section 30235 after the existing structures they protect are redeveloped, no
longer present, or no longer require armoring. Although shoreline armoring in this case
cannot be found consistent with all other applicable provisions of the Coastal Act,
Coastal Act provision 30235 mandates that shoreline armoring shall be approved when
required to protect existing structures if specified criteria are met.
The only applicable basis for the Commission to approve shoreline armoring that is
otherwise inconsistent with the Coastal Act is when it is required to protect an existing
structure in danger from erosion. If there was no existing structure in danger from
erosion and the armoring was not required to protect it, the seawall would be denied.
That a project satisfies the tests of Section 30235, and thereby must be authorized despite
its other impacts that cannot be fully mitigated, therefore presumes the existence of a
legally authorized existing structure that the armoring is required to protect.
Accordingly, one reason to limit the length of a shoreline protective device’s
development authorization is to ensure that the armoring being authorized by Section
30235 is only being authorized as long as it is required to protect a legally authorized
existing structure. If an applicant must seek reauthorization of the armoring before the
structure that it was constructed to protect is demolished or redeveloped, then Section
30235 instructs the Commission to approve the shoreline protective device if it is still
required to protect an existing structure in danger of erosion. However, once the existing
structure that the armoring is required to protect is demolished or redeveloped, the
armoring is no longer authorized by the provisions contained in Section 30235 of the
Coastal Act. Accordingly, if there is no existing structure in danger from erosion, then
the Commission cannot approve an otherwise inconsistent shoreline protective device
relying on the provisions of Section 30235 of the Coastal Act.
Another reason to limit the authorization of shoreline protective devices is to ensure that
the Commission can properly implement Coastal Act Section 30253 together with
Section 30235. If a landowner is seeking new development on a blufftop lot, Section
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30253 requires that such development be sited and designed such that it will not require
the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms
along bluffs and cliffs. Sections 30235 and 30253 prohibit such armoring devices for
new development and require new development to be sited and designed so that it does
not require the construction of such armoring devices. These sections do not permit
landowners to rely on such armoring devices when siting new structures on bluff tops
and/or along shorelines. If a shoreline protective device exists in front of a lot, but is no
longer required to protect the existing structure it was authorized to protect, it cannot
accommodate future redevelopment of the site in the same location relying on the
provisions of 30235. Otherwise, if a new structure is able to rely on shoreline armoring
which is no longer required to protect an existing structure, then the new structure can be
sited without a sufficient setback, perpetuating an unending construction/redevelopment
loop that prevents proper siting and design of new development, as required by Section
30253. By limiting the length of development authorization of a new shoreline protective
device to the existing structure it is required to protect, the Commission can more
effectively apply Section 30253 when new development is proposed.
Suggested modifications by the Commission would require the property owner to provide
mitigation for impacts, including, but not limited to, public access and sand supply, for
20-year periods. Mitigation reassessment for shoreline armoring devices would occur at
the end of each 20-year mitigation period. Mitigation for impacts resulting from
shoreline armoring devices, in part, calculates passive erosion and sand retention impacts,
both of which are tied to the future rates of erosion and are time dependent. These
impacts will continue to occur, though, for the full time that the approved armoring
system is in place, including beyond twenty years if it continues to exist or be necessary
to protect the existing endangered structure.
In siting new development, proposed setbacks attempt to anticipate future acceleration of
erosion through using the highest historic erosion rate or by developing relationships
between erosion and sea level. And, on an eroding coastline, if the actual erosion rate is
lower than the predicted erosion rate, the result is only that the development will be safe
from erosion for a longer time period than initially predicted. However, for shoreline
armoring mitigation, the Commission has often based the fee calculations upon average
or moderate historic erosion rates due to the typically shorter mitigation time period used.
While the erosion rates currently used for mitigation calculations can be expected to
provide a reasonable estimate of future erosion for the coming one or two decades,
projections much farther into the future are far more uncertain; and the uncertainty
concerning future erosion only increases with time. Using a time period of twenty years
for the mitigation calculations ensures that the mitigation will cover the likely initial
impacts from shoreline armoring devices, and then allows a recalculation of the impacts
based on better knowledge of future erosion rates and associated impacts accruing to the
armoring when the twenty years is up. Efforts to mitigate for longer time periods would
require the use of much higher erosion rates and would bring a higher amount of
uncertainty into a situation.
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Suggested modifications require the property owner to submit a complete permit
amendment application to propose mitigation for impacts attributable to shoreline
armoring devices beyond the 20-year period upon which initial impact mitigation is
based. And as such, additional mitigation will be required after the initial 20-year period.
As modified, the policies would provide a way to address inherent uncertainties,
including those related to the lifetime of development being protected by the armoring,
changed circumstances and updated mitigation requirements (Suggested Modifications 911).
As indicated above, the Commission is suggesting modifications that would tie the length
of authorization of the protective device to the bluff top structure the armoring is
approved to protect, consistent with the requirements of Section 30235. In addition,
suggested modifications add back sea level rise as an important parameter that must be
analyzed. As discussed previously, a possible future scenario for Solana Beach if the
entire shoreline is armored is that, as sea level rises, there may no longer be a public
beach. In the future, it may no longer be possible to provide adequate mitigation for the
impacts that shoreline armoring causes to public beaches. Thus, while future beach
replenishment projects may allow the continued provision of public beach even to the
point that additional shoreline protection is not needed, it may also be possible that future
beach replenishment projects are not successful and the beach is no longer accessible to
the public due to rising water levels. Thus, an evaluation of sea level rise is important for
determining future mitigation for adverse impacts and as a factor in the retention analysis
of shoreline armoring devices.
As amended by the City and through suggested modifications by the Commission,
Policy 4.52 would read as follows:
Policy 4.52: All permits for bluff retention devices shall expire when the
currently existing blufftop structure requiring protection is redeveloped (per
definition of Bluff Top Redevelopment in the LUP), is no longer present, or no
longer requires a protective device, whichever occurs first and a new CDP
must be obtained. Prior to expiration of the permit, the bluff top property
owner shall apply for a coastal development permit to remove, modify or
retain the protective device. In addition, expansion and/or alteration of a
legally permitted existing bluff retention device shall require a new CDP and
be subject to the requirements of this policy.
The CDP application shall include a re-assessment of need for the device, the
need for any repair or maintenance of the device, and the potential for
removal based on changed conditions. The CDP application shall include an
evaluation of:
•
•

The age, condition and economic life of the existing principal structure;
changed geologic site conditions including but not limited to, changes relative
to sea level rise, implementation of a long-term, large scale sand
replenishment or shoreline restoration program; and
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any impact to coastal resources, including but not limited to public access and
recreation.
The CDP shall include a condition requiring reassessment of the impacts of
the device in 20-year mitigation periods pursuant to policies 4.48 and 4.51.
No permit shall be issued for retention of a bluff retention device unless the
City finds that the bluff retention device is still required to protect an existing
principal structure in danger from erosion, that it will minimize further
alteration of the natural landform of the bluff, and that adequate mitigation
for coastal resource impacts, including but not limited to impacts to the public
beach has been provided.

Existing Shoreline Armoring Devices
As stated previously, prior Commission approvals for many of the existing shoreline
armoring devices in the City did not require applicants to provide adequate mitigation for
the adverse impacts of armoring devices on coastal resources. Most, if not all, of the
existing lower seawalls are located on publicly-owned land and adversely impact public
access by decreasing the available beach area through direct encroachment and by halting
passive erosion. Shoreline armoring devices also adversely impact coastal resources by
trapping sand in the bluff that would otherwise reach the beach and adversely impact
visual and ecological resources. The Commission has previously found that the loss of
beach material (sand) and the loss of beach area are two separate concerns and that a
beach is not simply a factor of the quantity of sandy beach material. Prior to the first
public access and recreation mitigation fee required by the Commission in 2005, the
Commission only required mitigation for the quantifiable sand supply impacts (Ref: 605-072/Las Brisas). However, the Commission has repeatedly found that the sand
mitigation did not fully mitigate for the adverse impacts of a seawall on beach area
because a one-time placement of a volume of sand cannot result in creation of beach area
over the long term. Beginning in 2005, the Commission, on a statewide basis, was better
able to quantify the more complex scope of physically encroaching on the public beach
and fixing the back of the beach (Ref: 6-02-024/Ocean Harbor House). The Commission
still finds that the coastal resource impacts associated with shoreline armoring remains
incompletely assessed.
Additions and/or significant improvements to blufftop homes with existing armoring
devices may extend the useful life of the homes indefinitely. In this scenario, if the
addition or improvement did not qualify as redevelopment of the non-conforming homes,
property owners could continue to enjoy the benefits of shoreline armoring devices, but
may never adequately mitigate for the adverse impacts of these devices on coastal
resources.
Policy 4.17, in the certified LUP, currently requires that all new development (including
additions to existing bluff top structures) be set back a safe distance to eliminate the need
for shoreline protection. In addition, upon application for new development (including
additions) on lots protected by existing shoreline armoring, applicants are required to
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prepare an analysis of the impacts that the existing shoreline armoring is having on
coastal resources, along with consideration of the current site conditions (including the
residential structure and any accessory improvements), and to identify opportunities to
modify or replace the shoreline armoring to reduce or eliminate any adverse impacts on
coastal resources not already mitigated by the property owner as a result of complying
with prior permit conditions imposed by the Commission or, if applicable, the City in a
prior permit action.
Additions of less than 50% of the existing floor area of a home and/or significant
improvements to a home that affect less than 50% of a major structural component would
not be considered redevelopment. Alterations to a home below the redevelopment
threshold would not require the home to be brought fully into conformance with current
LUP standards. Thus, the home would not be required to be relocated landward to a
location that does not rely on shoreline armoring. However, an addition of any size
and/or a significant improvement may result in an extension of the useful life of a bluff
top home which relies on existing shoreline armoring for protection. Therefore, revisions
are needed to Policy 4.17 to require that the geologic analysis evaluate options to mitigate
any previously unmitigated impacts of existing shoreline armoring devices and identify
options to modify, remove, or replace shoreline armoring at the time of any addition to a
bluff top home or at the time of a significant alteration to a bluff top home. In addition,
existing armoring devices that are subject to re-evaluation pursuant to Policy 4.17 would
be subject to the policies of the LUP that require the authorization period for shoreline
armoring be tied to the life of the structure requiring protection, re-assessment of
mitigation at 20 year intervals, and an assessment of the continued need for the shoreline
armoring and any modifications that could reduce the armoring device’s impact on
coastal resources.
As modified, Policy 4.17 is consistent with the public access policies of the Coastal Act,
which require that development not interfere with the public’s constitutional right of
access the state’s navigable waters, including the ocean shoreline. Protecting this
constitutional right to access the shoreline in the city can be achieved, in part, through the
provision of adequate mitigation for all impacts of existing and future shoreline armoring
devices, the systematic removal of existing armoring devices and by limiting approval of
future armoring devices through the movement of the line of bluff top development
landward away from the eroding coastal bluffs so that this development does not require
shoreline armoring devices that impede the public’s right access the shoreline.
Furthermore, the right of private property owners to protect existing structures does not
compel the City to approve the construction or retention of private development, in the
form of shoreline armoring, on public property if the rights of the public to access public
trust lands cannot also be protected.
Suggested Modifications would also require that Policy 4.18 not be deleted, as proposed
by the City, this policy, along with Policy 4.52, would affirm that if an existing shoreline
armoring device is expanded or altered, a CDP is required and an assessment must be
done to determine if the device is still required to protect the structure the device was
permitted to protect, and/or if it should be removed, modified or retained. There may be
circumstances where existing shoreline armoring cannot be immediately removed when
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no longer needed to protect the threatened structure that it was constructed to protect. For
instance, legal rights to retention may still exist or existing shoreline armoring may still
be needed to stabilize an adjacent property, in which case, authorization of the device
would be tied to the life of the structure requiring protection. It is also possible that
removal of existing shoreline armoring may only feasibly be undertaken in a
comprehensive manner as a multi-property project. As modified, it is clear that removal
of existing seawalls remains a viable option in the future to assure the use of the entire
public beach is not lost as a result of continued sea level rise and the shoreline armoring
that protects private bluff top structures
A suggested modification has been made by the Commission to add text stating
“encroachment/removal agreement” to the LUP in all places where
“encroachment/removal agreement” or “encroachment agreement” is used. This change
addresses a concern by the City that encroachment agreements are only required where
private shoreline armoring devices are constructed on public property or in the public
right-of-way, while a removal agreement can be required for where private shoreline
armoring devices are constructed on private property (Suggested Modification 5).
Seacave/Notch Infills
Subsequent to the certification of the City’s LUP, it became apparent that some
uncertainty remained regarding the intent of the LUP policies related to seacave and
notch infills. Seacave and notch infills can reduce the potential for a significant bluff
failure and allow the City, and the region as a whole, more time to pursue other nonstructural methods, such as beach replenishment, to protect the bluffs and/or moving the
line of bluff top development landward away from the bluff edge in order to delay the
need for more substantial shoreline protection.
The intent for the seacave/notch infill approach is to allow the bluff to continue to erode
landward and the clean sands lens may still become exposed. Once the clean sands lens
is exposed, it is typical that a higher seawall will be needed to encapsulate the clean sands
lens. The Commission recognizes that this may be the case for some areas. However,
there are areas along the shoreline of Solana Beach where a seacave/notch infill has
delayed the need for a seawall for many years. Delaying the construction of a seawall
allows the bluff to erode and creates additional beach area that is available for public use.
The certified LUP allows seacave/notch infills to be approved when the primary structure
on a bluff top lot is not in danger from erosion. Figure No. 1 in Appendix B of the City’s
LUP depicts a seawall and is only applicable in situations where the blufftop primary
structure is imminently threatened (i.e. where the “Factor of Safety [is] near 1.0”)
(Exhibit 7). Suggested modifications establish that two new figures shall be created for
options for shoreline protection in Appendix B of the LUP. A suggested modification to
this LUP amendment requires that The first new figure Figure 1A shall be added to the
LUP to depict the a seacave/notch infill option that can be constructed pre-emptively,
when the Factor of Safety is not near 1.0 and the bluff top structure is not imminently
threatened. Figure 1AExhibit 6, which was provided by the City, depicts a seacave/notch
infill with erodible concrete and a higher strength concrete face on the seaward portion of
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the infill (Exhibit 6). The City contends that the high strength concrete face will allow
the infill to be colored and textured to better blend in with the natural bluff and that the
high strength concrete face can be physically removed as the adjacent bluff erodes
landward. Due to the fact that the high strength concrete face will not naturally erode as
a result of wave action, it performs the same as a seawall and will fix the back of the
beach. The installation of a high strength concrete face would result in a very
challenging enforcement situation and would most likely result in the infill material
encroaching onto and adversely impacting public beach area. Furthermore, it is likely
that property owners would be resistant to physically remove the high strength concrete
face once it was installed for fear of destabilizing the bluff adjacent to and above the
infill.
Suggested modifications require that Figure 1A be modified to a new figure be added to
the LUP that consists solely of erodible concrete and that does not include a high strength
concrete face on the seaward portion of the infill. A seacave/notch infill that uses only
erodible concrete may be more difficult to treat aesthetically than an infill with a higher
strength concrete face, but it will permit the bluff to continue to erode landward resulting
in the creation of additional beach area, when maintained to do so. While an erodible
concrete seacave/notch infill may require the need for increased monitoring and
maintenance by the property owner to ensure it is functioning as designed, than would be
otherwise required with a structural armoring device, the benefits of not fixing the back
of the beach, while at the same time forestalling a catastrophic bluff collapse and the
possible exposure of the clean sand lens make erodible concrete seacave/notch infills
worthwhile.
The Surfrider Foundation has raised concerns that past seacave/notch infill projects
approved by the Commission have not eroded landward as per the design intent and now
create adverse impacts to coastal resources. The failure of past seacave/notch infill
projects to erode landward likely resulted from the use of full strength concrete or using a
concrete mix that, while not as strong as full strength concrete, did not have a comparable
erosion rate to the surrounding bluffs. The most recent large stand-alone seacave infill
project in Solana Beach was approved by Commission in 2002 (CDP #6-00-066/Pierce &
Monroe). Since that time, more is known about erodible concrete and it can be better
designed, such that it erodes at a more consistent rate as the adjacent natural bluff.
Additional suggested modifications clarify that erodible concrete seacave/notch infills are
not subject to the sand supply mitigation, public access and recreation mitigation,
encroachment removal agreement, or authorization timeline policies of the LUP. The
construction of a seacave/notch infill will help to prevent catastrophic bluff failure, but
will still allow the bluff to erode landward, when maintained to do so. Seacave/notch
infills are designed to erode at the same rate as the adjacent natural bluff, thus there will
be no impacts to sand supply or to public access and recreation. Furthermore, since
seacave/notch infills are designed to erode at the same rate as the natural bluff, if they
function as designed, there will not be a need to physically remove the entire fill, and thus
encroachment removal agreements and time limits for authorization are not needed.
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Exhibit 6 shall also be modified to depict an erodible concrete infill with a higher
strength concrete face and added to the LUP as tThe second new figure added toin
Appendix B of the LUP through suggested modifications shall depict an erodible
concrete infill with a higher strength concrete face. This figure shall serve as an
alternative preferred lower seawall solution where the clean sands lens is not yet exposed.
The notes on the new figure shall closely match the requirements for the existing lower
seawall preferred alternative (shown in Exhibit 7). Specifically, notes shall be added to
require a Factor of Safety near 1.0 to ensure that this option is only approved when a
legally permitted structure is imminently threatened by erosion. Unlike the erodible
concrete seacave/notch infill alternative, the construction of a high strength concrete face
will fix the location of the back of the beach and therefore adequate mitigation for its
impacts to shoreline sand supply, public access and recreation and any other relevant
coastal resource impacted by the shoreline armoring structure must be provided. In
addition, this alternative is subject to the same encroachment removal agreement and
authorization timeline policies of the LUP that are applied to the other lower seawall
alternative.
The modifications suggested to the description of Seacave/Notch Infill and the related
policy do not change the intent of the certified LUP. The changes are proposed to
provide additional clarity regarding the options available to address coastal bluff stability
(Suggested Modifications 2-4).
Use of Recreation Mitigation fees for Beach Replenishment
The City’s certified Land Use Plan currently provides that Sand Mitigation Fees must be
expended for sand replenishment and potentially retention, and that the Public Recreation
Fee must be expended for public access and public recreation improvements. As
proposed by the City in this LUP amendment, the Sand Mitigation fees will be allowed to
be used for public access and public recreation improvements, where an analysis does not
identify any ‘near-term’ sand replenishment projects. In addition, the City proposes that
the Public Recreation Fee will be available for sand replenishment projects, where an
analysis does not identify any ‘near-term’ public recreation or public access projects.
In its previous approval of the City’s LUP, the Commission found that the sand
mitigation fee is specifically designed to offset the impacts to sand supply that result from
the presence of shoreline protective devices and that the public recreation fee is designed
to capture impacts to recreation that are not captured by the sand mitigation fee, such as
the degradation of the visual experience that can repel visitors. The Commission further
found that if the public recreational fee were used to promote projects that did not
enhance the recreational experience of the public and if the sand supply fee was used for
something other than sand replenishment, the impacts to sand supply and public access
and recreation as a result of shoreline armoring would not be adequately mitigated
consistent with Chapter 3.
However, the Commission also recognizes that beach sand replenishment projects can
provide an improved public access and recreational experience for beach goers and that
public access and recreation improvements also have the potential to at least partially
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mitigate for a loss of sand on public beaches. Therefore, Commission staff recommends
that the Commission support the use of sand supply and public access and recreation fees
for secondary priority uses, when a ‘near-term’ first priority project is not available.
Although no definition for ‘near-term’ is provided by the City, the funds can only be
released for secondary priority projects upon written approval of the Executive Director
of the Commission. Per the City’s proposal, a thorough analysis will be required to
ensure no ‘near-term’ projects are available. Examples of ‘near-term’ public access and
recreation projects could include public stairway replacement and repairs, parkland
acquisition in the vicinity of the coastal bluffs and beaches, restrooms, and even the
potential acquisition of bluff top homes. The City also proposes to amend the LUP to
allow project applicants to fund a specific public access/recreation project in lieu of
paying mitigation fees. The proposed amendments will likely allow the City and the
Commission greater leeway to capitalize on future opportunities to improve the public
beach experience. The application of these policies will be further detailed when the City
submits its LCP implementation plan for Commission review.
Definitions
The definitions section of the LUP mainly covers topics and policies relating to shoreline
development. ‘Bluff Top Redevelopment’, as currently defined in the City’s certified
LCP, is intended to identify and prohibit redevelopment projects that essentially consist
of rebuilding existing structures in hazardous, non-conforming locations, unless the entire
structure is brought into conformance. The definition allows a reasonable amount of
changes to an existing structure, including up to a 50% increase in the size of the
structure, but would not allow the familiar practice of stripping a house to the studs, or
gutting the entire interior, or demolishing everything but one wall, and still characterizing
the structure as “existing,” thereby allowing the unlimited perpetuation of a nonconforming structure.
As a part of this LUP amendment, the City is proposing to modify the definition of ‘Bluff
Top Redevelopment’ to remove reference to interior load-bearing walls and instead to
focus on major structural elements of the home. These major structural elements would
include exterior walls, the structural components of the floor and roof, and the foundation
of an existing home. The City has also proposed language to clarify that changes to
major structural elements are not additive between individual elements, while alterations
to individual major structural element are cumulative. The intent of this clarification is
that if for example, an applicant proposed to modify 40% of the exterior walls and 30%
of the roof structure; this would not be considered redevelopment because it relates to
two different major structural components. However, if the applicant were to come back
for a subsequent CDP to modify an additional 10% of the exterior walls or an additional
20% of the roof structure, the project would be considered redevelopment because it
would result in a cumulative alteration to more than 50% of a major structural
component.
The Commission supports the City’s proposed changes to the definition of ‘Bluff Top
Redevelopment’, however some changes are required for clarification. Suggested
modifications clarify that alterations are cumulative for individual major structural
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components and that additions are also cumulative over time. Such that, an initial 25%
addition would not be considered redevelopment, however, if in the future a subsequent
25% addition was proposed, then that would result in a cumulative 50% increase in floor
area and would thus constitute redevelopment (Suggested Modification 12).
The City is proposing to add a definition for ‘Cantilever’ to the LUP. As proposed, a
projecting or overhanging structure of up to 10 feet in depth would be allowed to the
seaward side of a bluff top home, provided that all foundation footings and structural
supports for the cantilevered structure are located landward of the geologic setback
line/rear yard setback. The Commission supports the City’s proposed ‘Cantilever’
addition; however, a suggested modification replaces the term “rear yard setback” with
“bluff edge setback (minimum 40 feet)” in order to clarify the definition and be
consistent with the certified LUP (Suggested Modification 13).
2.

Public Access/Public Recreation

a.
Plan Summary. Chapter two of the certified LUP addresses the many
forms of public access to the shoreline, including vertical and lateral access.
b. Applicable Coastal Act Policies. The following Coastal Act provisions and are
particularly relevant to promoting coastal access by requiring adequate public access to
the beach and by requiring that oceanfront land suitable for recreational use be protected
for recreational use and development:
Section 30210
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with
public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property
owners, and natural resource areas from overuse.
Section 30211
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea
where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited
to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial
vegetation.
Section 30212
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects except where: (1)
It is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection of
fragile coastal resources, (2) Adequate access exists nearby, or, (3) Agriculture
would be adversely affected. Dedicated accessways shall not be required to be
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opened to public use until a public agency or private association agrees to accept
responsibility for maintenance and liability of the accessway. […]
Section 30212.5
Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking
areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate against
the impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of
any single area.
Section 30221
Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand
for public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on
the property is already adequately provided for in the area.
c. Conformity with Chapter 3 Policies.
Shoreline Armoring/Public Access and Recreation
As cited above, the Coastal Act has numerous policies related to the provision and
protection of public access and recreation opportunities. As such, many categories of
development are affected by and must ensure that public access and recreation are not
adversely impacted. Although the above discussion of the City’s beach and bluff policies
concentrated on the inconsistencies with Sections 30235 and 30253, there are a number
of adverse impacts to public access and recreation associated with the construction and
retention of shoreline protection. The natural shoreline processes referenced in Section
30235, such as the formation and retention of sandy beaches, can be significantly altered
by construction of a seawall, since bluff retreat is one of several ways that beach area and
beach quality sand is added to the shoreline. This retreat is a natural process resulting
from many different factors such as erosion by wave action causing cave formation,
enlargement and eventual collapse, saturation of the bluff soil from ground water causing
the bluff to slough off and natural bluff deterioration. When a seawall is constructed on
the beach at the toe of the bluff, it directly impedes these natural processes, reducing the
amount of sand available for access and recreation, inconsistent with the above-cited
policies. The physical encroachment of a protective structure on the beach also reduces
the beach area available for public use and is therefore a significant adverse impact.
Furthermore, when the back beach is fixed with a shoreline armoring device, passive
erosion is halted and additional public beach area can no longer be created. This is
particularly true given the existing beach profiles and relatively narrow beach in Solana
Beach.
Previous sections of this report have thoroughly discussed the impacts of seawalls on
public access. Therefore, this section will address another concern about the LUP public
access and recreation policies, private stairways on the bluff face and beach. Policies
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relating to private bluff stairways are contained within in Chapter 2 (Public Access and
Recreation) of the certified LUP.
Private Stairways
There are three existing private stairways that all serve bluff top condominium complexes
(Exhibit 10). The private stairways are located on the bluff fronting the Seascape Shores,
Seascape 1, and Del Mar Beach Club condominium complexes. In the City of Solana
Beach, the coastal bluffs are in private ownership south of Fletcher Cove and under
public ownership north of Fletcher Cove. All the private bluff stairways in the City are
located south of Fletcher Cove and are thus located on privately owned bluffs. However,
portions of the three existing stairways are also located on the beach, which as described
below is a public resource. As stated previously, the mean high tide line is most likely at
the toe of the bluff for the entirety of the City of Solana Beach. In addition, previous
findings by the Coastal Commission (CDP 6-04-092) and draft surveys by the California
State Lands Commission show that the mean high tide line is at the toe of the bluff
fronting Seascape Shores. In 1983, the Coastal Commission required that Seascape 1
record an offer to dedicate (OTD) for a lateral access easement for public access and
passive recreational use along the shoreline seaward of the toe and face of the seawall.
This lateral access OTD was never recorded by Seascape 1 and is currently in violation of
this condition. However, Seascape 1 is actively working with the Commission to record
the required lateral access OTD. The Del Mar Beach Club recorded a lateral access deed
restriction in 1980 at the toe of the bluff, which was required by the San Diego Coast
Regional Commission pursuant to CDP F4051. Thus, at least a portion of all three of the
existing private stairways on the beach and bluff in the City of Solana Beach are located
on public property (Seascape Shores) or on private property subject to a public access
easement or public access deed restriction (Seascape 1 and Del Mar Beach Club).
The LUP, as certified, prohibits construction of new private beach accessways on the
bluff face. As proposed, the City is acknowledging the potential for conversion of private
access to public access in the event redevelopment of the stairways is proposed in the
future. In order to ensure that the public access policies in the LUP are consistent with
Coastal Act provisions 30210, 30211, 30212, 30212.5, and 30221 and that adequate
public access to the beach and that oceanfront land suitable for recreational use is
protected for recreational use and development, the Commission is suggesting
modifications to Policy 2.60.5 to ensure that all of the private stairways which encroach
on public beach area are subject to the requirements of the LUP to convert to public
stairways if the stairways are replaced or redeveloped in the future (Suggested
Modifications 1).

3.

Visual Resources

a. Plan Summary. The suggested modifications described in the above
discussion on the Chapter 4 Hazards and Shoreline/Bluff Development policies have
been designed to limit the construction of shoreline protective devices and to ensure that
the devices are removed, as feasible, if they are no longer needed to protect the existing
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principal structure that they were built to protect, which will help to protect the scenic
and visual qualities of the natural bluffs.
b. Applicable Coastal Act Policies
Section 30251
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be
sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal
areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually
compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New
development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of
Parks and Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the
character of its setting.
Section 30253 (5) (cited above)
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act provides for the protection of scenic coastal areas and
the enhancement of visual resources. Section 30253(5) requires that popular visitor
destination points for recreational uses be protected. Because shoreline armoring and
exposed residential caisson systems have the potential to visually degrade the bluffs and
alter natural landforms, the previously identified suggested modifications are required in
order to find this LUP amendment consistent with the Coastal Act. Limiting the
authorization period for shoreline armoring to the life of the structure the armoring is
approved to protect provides for the opportunity to remove shoreline armoring when it no
longer serves its intended purpose and can reduce adverse visual impacts to the natural
bluffs.
In addition, the LUP only requires hydroseeding of the bluff following construction of a
mid and upper bluff geogrid structure. It has been the experience of the Commission that
when the mid and upper coastal bluff is reconstructed with a geogrid structure,
hydroseeding alone is not an effective method to vegetate the bluff. Geogrid structures
approved in the past that were hydroseeded have resulted in what appears to be flat,
barren unnatural surfaces on the bluff face. Staff is recommending that, consistent with
standard Commission practice on CDPs, container planting be used in addition to
hydroseeding of coastal bluffs following construction of mid and upper bluff geogrid
structures (Suggested Modification 6). Therefore, as modified, the LUP can be found
consistent with the visual protection policies of the Coastal Act.

4.

Conclusion

In summary, the LUP amendment, as proposed, is inconsistent with Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act because it does not provide clear direction in regards to various aspects of
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shoreline armoring structures and development on the coastal bluff and bluff top
properties. The proposed LUP amendment is deficient in several critical policy areas that
affect priority public access, visual resources, and alteration of the natural landform of
the coastal bluffs. The proposed modifications are necessary to address and resolve the
identified policy conflicts. Therefore, as modified, the Commission finds the LUP
amendment does conform to the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and the land use
plan may be approved.

PART V. CONSISTENCY WITH THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 21080.9 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exempts local
government from the requirement of preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in
connection with its local coastal program. The Commission's LCP review and approval
program has been found by the Resources Agency to be functionally equivalent to the
EIR process. Thus, under CEQA Section 21080.5, the Commission is relieved of the
responsibility to prepare an EIR for each LCP.
Nevertheless, the Commission is required in an LCP submittal to find that the LCP does
conform with CEQA provisions. The proposed City of Solana Beach LUPA is not
consistent with the hazard, visual protection, natural resource protection, and new
development policies of the Coastal Act. Suggested modifications have been added as
described and listed above. If modified as suggested, no impacts to coastal resources are
expected to result from the amendment.
Any specific impacts associated with individual development projects would be assessed
through the environmental review process, and, an individual project’s compliance with
CEQA would be assured. Therefore, the Commission finds that no significant
immitigable environmental impacts under the meaning of CEQA will result from the
approval of the proposed LCP amendment as modified.
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